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Hello and welcome to our world
of energy distribution innovations!
Even in times when much has changed privately, professionally and worldwide as a result of
the pandemic, we would like to inform and inspire you with our progress in digitalisation, for
sustainability and for new growth.
In this year’s report, we will show you the results of over 70 research and innovation projects.
We will report on ready-to-use, future-proof technologies that have emerged from our internal
innovation programmes in cooperation with manufacturers and service providers. These new
technologies are being used at Westnetz, promote climate protection and make our system
operation efficient and safe.
Over the following pages, you are cordially invited to discover new things for your business or
to contact the named person to discuss details in an inspiring conversation. Please implement
any benefits derived from this networking into your everyday life. We also benefit greatly from
the exchange with you. Wherever we take great steps together to develop innovative energy
distribution systems for the future: in the Westnetz regions, in the neighbouring regions in
cooperation with other distribution system operators and also very much beyond.
Please stay healthy.
Kind regards,
The Management Board of Westnetz GmbH

Dr. Jürgen Grönner

Diddo Diddens

Dr. Stefan Küppers

Regional Technology
and Asset Management

Energy/Finance
and HR

Specialist Technology
and Digitalisation
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Inspiring technology pioneers,
distribution system operator of the future.

We are Westnetz!

We are the largest distribution system
operator in Germany and supply approx.
7.5 million people over 51,000km2 with
electricity and gas – an area larger than
Switzerland.

We value the immense potential of our free- and forward-thinking
employees and promote this throughout the grid area in our
state-of-the-art training and education centres – one more
reason why we are one of the best training companies in
Germany. However, we also rely on artificial intelligence to
check, categorise and repair over 200,000 wooden masts in
real time using an advanced machine-learning process – with
more than 90 percent accuracy.

We protect the environment, develop particularly
sustainable processes and strive for absolute
climate neutrality by 2040. First and foremost,
however, we protect the health of our employees
and work intensively on our internal occupational
safety. In this way, we achieve zero accidents in
the company and beyond.

We are responsible for planning, expanding and maintaining
around 180,000 kilometres of electricity grid and around
24,000 kilometres of gas grid – a distance that is five times
the size of the earth’s perimeter. Around 5,800 specialists
with a high level of technical expertise work 24 hours a day
and 365 days a year for reliable and safe supply. On average,
this results in 2.5 innovative ideas per working day for
future-proof grid technologies.

We go underground and lay cables particularly quickly, efficiently
using state-of-the-art plow laying technology. And we launch and
deploy drones forthe sustainable, flexible and safe inspection of
our overhead lines – in conjunction with specialised image
analysissoftware for automated fault detection.
We value every detail, evaluate all relevant data using state-ofthe-art technology and artificial intelligence. However, we also
keep an eye on the big picture and work together in a future-
oriented manner with other distribution system operators on
the topic of data security and storage in an absolutely secure
data environment.

We take care of every single grid connection and bring new
customers to the grid every year. In 2020, we also launched
SmartQuart, the first real-life laboratory for the energy
revolution. Here, three city districts are inter-networked and
generate, store, exchange and consume energy on a local level –
intelligently, sustainably and viably.

In 2020, we invested EUR 4.7 million in the best innovation programme in our company’s history and invested every euro from
the associated patent marketing in new future technologies.
With success, as since 2015, the number of patent applications
in the company has increased almost fivefold.
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Research & development,
innovations & technologies –
good for the climate, good for the energy
world of the future, good for the region
and good for people.

Market-ready and
future-proof

Sustainability and
digitalisation

Innovative and
highly specialised

Technological
progress

Supply and
data security

Health and
safety at work

Ideas create the future – a title that is
more relevant than ever at Westnetz.
Every year our innovation management brings to the fore exciting and
ambitious ideas, which are developed
by employees in all Westnetz regions
and areas. However, they all have one
thing in common: They are clever
ideas that can be further developed
into market-ready and future-proof
grid technologies and made available
to all distribution system operators.
Westnetz ideas help shape the future
of the energy world – climate-neutral,
highly automated, safe and healthy.

Above all today, sustainability and
digitalisation determine the way in
which we think and act within the
energy industry – and will certainly
continue to be the measure of all
things tomorrow. At Westnetz, we
like to face a double challenge.

When we invest in innovative and
highly specialised inventions, we
always consider the possible effects
on climate and the environment –
and therefore on our health and your
health. We also need to reduce
emissions and energy losses within
our company.

Climate protection and technological
progress can and should definitely
support each other.

Automated maintenance processes,
digital grid status logging in real time,
decentralised control options – technological progress also poses new
challenges.

The safety of our employees is
paramount at all times. Occupational
safety is therefore an indispensable
part of our company’s success. This
is an aspect that we, like our technological advances, are happy to pass
on to our cooperation partners.

The declared goal of the German
Federal Government to achieve
climate neutrality goes hand in hand
with increasing requirements for
energy distribution systems. We
respond with diverse, highly automated innovations in order to increase the performance of the grids
and meet the expectations of our
supply customers for decentralised
energy management.

Our odorisation nozzle exchange
units (OWE) serve as a prime
example of sustainable innovationmanagement, reducing natural gas
emissions when changing nozzles
from around 15m3 to 0.1m3 and, in
future, by feeding green hydrogen
into gas grids decentrally.

With the new SF6-free switchgear
systems, Westnetz is bringing the
most climate-friendly switchgear
technology into operation, thus
laying an important foundation for
complete climate neutrality.
The latest sensor technology is used
in research for decentralised gas
quality measurement with quantity
conversion or for increasing the output of existing transformers by
around 20%.

At Westnetz, we attach great importance to ensuring supply and
data security for our customers at
all times.

On the following pages, you are
invited to get your own impression
of our new ideas and results for a
new, energetic and consistently
customer-oriented future.
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Innovative together, better together.
Successful cooperations accelerate growth and bring
Westnetz ideas into the energy world of tomorrow –
and all the way to our customers.
As one of the leading distribution system operators in Germany, Westnetz provides around 6 million
customers with a reliable supply of electricity and gas. There is sufficient expertise and experience
available to design a sustainable energy industry. Innovation is also proven by the annually increasing
number of patent applications for promising new technologies. We are also well positioned when it
comes to building prototypes. However, in the series production and marketing of inventions, the undisputed value of market-proven cooperation partners is evident. What we cannot do on our own, we
can do together – initiate growth ourselves and share the advantages of low-emission and sustainable
distribution grid technologies with people around the world. Instead of taking the simple route of costly
grid expansion, we develop our innovative ideas into market-ready, affordable and sustainable solutions
together with our counterparts from business, science and operation.
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Economical, progressive and future-oriented –
cooperations with industry and business
Digitalisation system for low-voltage grids
in compact design

ready & available
		
•	Invented at Westnetz to measure and control
low-voltage grids.
•	40 devices in use at Westnetz – and approved.
•	Manufacturing and marketing are prepared with
renowned grid technology specialists in order to
reliably serve the market, reach a large customer
base and thus reduce costs.
Link to article on p. 18

SF6-free technologies

ready & available
• 	Invented by Schneider Electric Automation GmbH
and prepared for market launch.
•	Developed in detail by Westnetz together with
Schneider Electric during trial operation in our
transformer stations.
•	Serial production by Schneider Electric.
Link to article on p. 29

Odorisation technologies

ready & available
• Invented by Westnetz.
• Scientifically perfected by DBI-GUT GmbH.
• Brought to series production by Böhmer GmbH.
•	Inspection in 5 minutes (600 times faster than
previously).
•	Nozzle change in 15 minutes (200 times faster
than previously).
•	Avoidance of methane emissions when changing
odorising nozzles; the goal of zero emissions is
almost achieved.
•	Over 20 odorising nozzles and around 10 odorising
nozzle replacement units (OWE) ensure a good
return on investment for Westnetz.
Link to project description on p. 75
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Fresh, free and scientific –
cooperations with research and development
Decentralised long-range regulation

ready & available
•	Westnetz invention for largely autonomous, flexible
and decentralised control of controllable transformers
with massive oversupplies by renewable energies.
•	Optimisation in cooperation with the Technical
University of Dortmund.
•	Prototype tested and improved in Westnetz operation
for 3 years.
•	Production of a first small series is prepared in
conjunction with WAGO Kontakttechnik GmbH.

Gas expansion turbine

Researchers often free from industry experience and
thus bring fresh and free thinking into innovation
processes. They are also fully up to date with the latest
developments in research and technology – which is
helpful for the construction of future-proof prototypes.

Hydrogen supply

Digital Innovation 2021
• 	Westnetz is currently developing new solutions for the
hydrogen supply of the future together with the Münster
University of Applied Sciences (Steinfurt campus).
• In extended cooperation with Schütz GmbH Messtechnik,
research is being carried out on decentralised gas quality
measurement with quantity conversion and ideally
with a connection to the gas smart meter – based on
the latest sensor technology.

ready & available
•	Invented by Westenergie Technologie & Infrastruktur.
•	Perfected by Dortmund University of Technology.
•	Tested at Westnetz and has been in trouble-free trial
operation for 4 years.
•	Manufactured by W2 Armaturen GmbH and already
commissioned by two innovative distribution system
operators.

Real labs – SmartQuart

Digital Innovation 2021

Ausgleichenergie
Speicheranlage

Ausgleichenergie
Speicheranlage
Zentrale Schnell-Ladesäulen

Neubauquartier
Photovoltaik
Dachanlagen
Geothermie

Zentrale Schnell-Ladesäulen

Smart Poles

•	In real-world laboratories such as SmartQuart, Westnetz
works with scientists, municipalities and manufacturers
Klimaneutral. to research and develop sustainable, digital
Klimaneutral.
and intelliLokal. Digital. gently networked energy solutions for districts
Lokal. Digital.
and
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Neubauquartier
130 Wohneinheiten
+ Waldkindergarten

Windkraﬅanlage
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Was heißt das konkret?
Beispiel 2:
Die Überschussenergie

•	Westnetz employee Gregor Schuck, together with
Thomas Nüsse (Nüsse Kabel- und Rohrleitungsbau
GmbH), tripled the laying speed using a high-perform
ance cable plough.
•	This saves 20% on costs. The laying depth of 1.2 metres
is also a new record.
•	The cable plough is also available for external orders at
any time.
For short film on the high-performance cable plough, see:
www.nuesse-kabel.de (only available in German)

Gefördert durch:
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Digital. Intelligent. Connected.
Active grids for a future full of energy.
Furthermore, the goals of decarbonisation and decentralisation determine the way in which the
energy industry thinks and acts. Westnetz is actively involved in the development of advanced
technologies that enable highly automated and digitally supported grid operation of the future.
Individuality, flexibility and performance are important keywords for all parties involved. This
is b
 ecause the classic role distribution of feeders and users will change increasingly. Electricity
and gas should be available everywhere at any time, cost-effectively and ideally sustainably.
Requirements that Westnetz is ambitious about and also experienced in.

Gas/heat

Electricity

Gas grids
(natural and biogas, hydrogen)

Electricity
grids

Communication
of the grids (e.g.
fibre optics)

Decentralised
supply

Wind power

Photovoltaics

Biomass

Hydropower

Fuel cells

Artificial
intelligence

Supply to
conurbations

Power plants

We bring the energy distribution system to mind –
digitalisation

Industrial
supply

Combined heat
and power plant

Power-to-gas
Sustainability/
environmental
protection

Smart grid
and cable
technology

AR/VR
workflow
support

Energy
management

Smart control

Maintenance/
servicing e.g.
with drones

Charging
infrastructure
for e-bikes

Charging
infrastructure
for e-mobility

Storage
technology

Digitalisation
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System Operation 4.0 – we make the grid intelligent and active
Decarbonisation and decentralisation are bringing about
drastic changes for the energy industry in Germany. In
2022, the last nuclear power plant will also be disconnected
from the grid in Germany. The last German coal-fired
power plant in 2038. Experts also predict an increase in
gross electricity consumption – due to e-mobility and
digitalisation, for example – by more than a quarter by
2030. The resulting supply shortfall must be compensated
for using renewable, decentralised energy sources.
As part of the energy revolution, through the integration
of wind power and PV systems, battery storage, electromobility and heat pumps, the low-voltage grids are facing
new, immense challenges. This is why Westnetz has been
working at full speed since 2018 to make the low-voltage
grids intelligent, due to the expected ever-increasing demand for grid capacity.
Flexible, active distribution systems of tomorrow – smart
grids – will be able to make better and more efficient use
of existing systems and capacities.
Future project System Operation 4.0
The future project called System Operation 4.0 (SO 4.0)
aims to develop a scalable standard solution for smart
grids, to define and cleverly combine the existing required
modules. Westnetz is therefore working at the regional
centres in Osnabrück, Rauschermühle and Wesel on
digital technologies that initially make the distribution
systems more transparent.

The technology of SO 4.0 will contribute to making the
volatility of the renewable generation and storage of electricity and the integration of e-mobility more observable
and subsequently controllable. The smart grid first of all
provides a detailed look behind the curtain. Suddenly, inter
ventions such as optimisation and digitalisation in the
distribution system are possible at all levels.
Smart and creative – the future distribution system
Actively controlled with a high degree of automation can
use existing capacities more efficiently from the outset.
Intelligent measurement systems (iMSys) are used for
grid transparency on the way to the smart grid. With the
smart meter gateway, a control box is used via the SO 4.0
platform for grid-conducive control.

controlled local grid stations and earth and short-circuit
indicators. Smart grids and digitalisation thus create the
basis for new innovative processes for the planning and
operation of low-voltage grids.
Meaningful data (current, voltage, phase angles and earth
fault currents) is collected from lighting points, customer
systems, local substations and distribution cabinets using
sensors and smart meters. These are transmitted to the
SO 4.0 platform via mobile communication or fibre optics.
Dynamic low-voltage data is visualised in real time (60
seconds) on this central platform, and technicians are also
made available on mobile tablets and used for grid transparency and control. System operation, planning and system management can therefore work with real live data
for the first time.

Milestones
Westnetz has achieved the project objective “Roll-out 100”:
100 low-voltage grids in our distribution grid are digitised
using SO 4.0 technology. Smart grid components monitor
processes and make the grids transparent, control flexibility
and thus manage constantly changing loads and discharges
of the low-voltage grids. Smart grid components are used
for monitoring, control and flexibility. In addition, the target
system including 25 iMSys (intelligent measuring systems)
was implemented and basic applications were implemented.
With a comprehensive operating concept, SO 4.0 is ready
for the start of normal operational operation. Initial evaluations of the measured data yielded insights into working
with real-time data, data volumes, live load profile meas
urements and grid loads.

Smart grids are far cheaper than traditional constructions
in copper and aluminium in terms of optimum use of
existing grid capacity. In addition, they are able to react
more quickly and better to fluctuations in feed-in, loads
and mains voltage. System security also benefits. This is
because errors can be detected and localised more quickly
and precisely in transparent distribution grids.

Sector coupling – ideal networking for a future-proof overall system

Different concepts are being tested due to the increasing
requirements for the technology in the substations. And
the robust, easy-to-install sensor technology, modularly
constructed with two or three plug-in components, already
works. It enables transparent, automated processes, a
controllable low-voltage side, simplified planning through
measurement values instead of calculations, remote-

Security of supply has always been one of the biggest
demands on us as a flexible and progressive distribution
grid operation. In order to ensure this security, the concept
of sector coupling is becoming increasingly important. It
connects the electricity, gas, heat and transport sectors in
such a way that surplus energy can be distributed to the
other sectors at any time as required.
If, for example, a lot of solar power is produced on sunny
days, it can be used immediately and fully automatically in
the transport sector to charge electric vehicles. Then, at
night when there is a lack of solar power, combined heat
and power plants with connections to the electricity, gas
and heat grids ensure that additional power is provided
by gas to guarantee sufficient power capacity in the electricity grid – and, if possible, to refill the heat accumulators
at the same time. The conversion of electricity into gas
with decentralised storage is only one component here.
Distribution system operators such as Westnetz ensure
the necessary grid capacities at all times in order to enable
operators of sector coupling systems to operate reliably
and economically.
The decentralised and functional sector coupling solutions
will be urgently needed in the future. This is the only way
for electricity grids to offer guaranteed high reliability,

even with severe fluctuations in wind and solar energy
feed-in. Behind this is a complex control system that is
necessary to achieve the energy revolution.
Accordingly, the supra-regional electricity and gas
distribution systems have long been on their journey
into the digital age. Generation, storage and use of
energy flows are observable, controllable and individually
controllable by modern technologies. The increased
demand for storage capacity is covered by active and
coupled energy distribution grids, which can independently control feed-in and draw-off in line with
System Operation 4.0.
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From feeders and users – new technologies for growing requirements

Smart meter electricity – Measuring systems of the future

The demand for more and more efficient grid connections
is constantly growing, as more and more market participants want to produce and consume green electricity
themselves. The statistics show the significant growth in
photovoltaic, wind and gas combined heat and power
plants, heat pumps and electric vehicles. The electricity
sector therefore benefits, for example, from the sustainable environmentally friendly growth of decentralised
green electricity generation – whether industrially on a
large scale or in private households. At Westnetz, we also
benefit and are delighted that more and more customers
are feeding green electricity into our distribution system
or charging their electric vehicles via a charging box. We
provide the grid capacity required for this on a needs-
oriented basis.

The digitalisation of the energy revolution is taking great
strides – and so are the requirements for companies and
distribution system operators, as well as their obligations.
The Metering Point Operation Act (MsbG) stipulates the
replacement of all analogue electricity meters. Alternatives are, for example, modern metering devices, i.e.digital
meters, with which detailed recording of your own consumption is possible. Westnetz also relies on the future-
proof smart meters. This is understood to mean digital
measuring systems that not only measure power consumption, but also send the measured values to the
metering point operator via an integrated communication
unit (smart meter gateway).

However, growth also means ever-growing requirements
for us as a distribution system operator – and for our grid.
All parties involved require performance, sometimes more,
sometimes less, but in any case different than before.

It should be possible to calculate and trade the supply and
demand of renewable energies with up-to-the-minute
accuracy in the future. An oversupply of solar and wind
energy then leads to a decline in the price of electricity and
consequently to an increase in demand, because electricity
is used or stored under these favourable conditions.
Likewise, underproduction and rising prices automatically
lead to reduced demand. In order to enable this market
mechanism or to balance supply and demand over price,
intelligent measuring systems and a completely new data
processing system are being set up.
This corresponds to the “Law on the Digitalisation of the
Energy Revolution”. It envisages that energy consumption
and generation will grow together digitally. With the aim
of greater transparency for consumers and greater transparency for consumers and improved load and generation
management on the distribution systems – and of course
with absolute protection of personal data.

Smart meters are therefore not an annoying obligation,
but rather offer far-reaching opportunities for all participants in the energy market. As data volumes increase, so
does customer orientation. The user’s own power consumption can be easily viewed from anywhere and in real
time via the app. The automated data transfer creates
transparency, accelerates billing and enables new flexibility
for individual electricity contracts between customers
and their energy suppliers. This is because not only
consumption data is transmitted, but also the current
power requirement, which must be provided by renewable
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energies such as wind power, photovoltaics, biomass,
hydropower, combined heat and power plants or powerto-gas by the distribution system operators.
Smart meters thus make all energy and power flows
measurable and controllable in the first place. Private
households can influence their costs individually, for
example by purchasing electricity if it is low priced due
to overproduction. CHP plant operators mainly produce
electricity for their own use, store it and then feed it
into the grid when demand and price increase.
The intelligent metering system is operated by the
distribution grid operator and plays a decisive role in the
energy revolution, because it also helps to ensure grid
stability in the event of bottlenecks. The aim is to optimally
combine generation, consumption and storage – on demand
and in real time. As we can already conclude a mobile phone
contract with minute-by-minute billing and needs-based
additional packages with various suppliers, intelligent
measuring systems will in future also enable the individual
kilowatt hour of electricity to be automated individually,
simply and automatically by consumers, suppliers and
producers.

Key facts
•	Since the beginning of
2020, there has been a
legal obligation to install
an intelligent measuring
system where there is an
electricity consumption
of more than 6,000kWh
per year or over 7kW of
installed generation
capacity.
•	By 2032, almost 4.5
million Westnetz electri
city meters will have to be
replaced, around 530,000
of which will be replaced
by smart meters.
•	Westnetz wants to have
installed 27,000 smart
meters by the end of
2021.

The meter range of the Westnetz is rounded off by the
digital, mobile construction site power distributor. With
the usually robust build-quality, reliability and flexibility.
And now also with customer-oriented GPS tracking, digital
remote data transmission and intelligent networking.
Link to project description on p. 77
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Digitalisation system for low-voltage grids –
continuous use for the energy revolution
Westnetz takes digitalisation to the next level and transfers
the advantages of the smart meter to the level of distribution system operators.

Drones for future-proof support in inspection processes
thus controllable. Two patent applications underline the
novelty of this Westnetz innovation, which will also be
made available to all distribution system operators in the
future.

The digitalisation system for low-voltage grids is an industry-standard metering system and can be integrated into
the cable distribution cabinets in local grid stations in just
15 minutes. There, it continuously collects and transmits
bundled low-voltage grid data, which provides a detailed
picture of the grid power requirement for the feed-in and
discharge of electricity in the local area.
The digitalisation system for low-voltage grids therefore functions as an urgently required information
bridge, making the low-voltage grids transparent and

Digital Innovation 2021

Communication adapter for integrating gas meters
into intelligent measuring systems/smart meters
What began in the electricity sector with the construction
of a secure smart meter gateway infrastructure can be
continued in the future with the integration of SLP gas
meters into intelligent measurement systems. Profitability
can be improved by sharing this highly secure communication infrastructure. Similarly to the electricity sector,
transparency for end customers with regard to their consumption behaviour is also sought in the gas sector.
In this context, Westnetz has developed a communication
adapter with which a standard SLP existing gas meter
can be integrated into an intelligent measuring system.
An important step towards the goal of transferring count
values digitally and in real time to the meter operator via
the smart meter gateway in the future.
In the Technology for Gas Measurement Technology department at Recklinghausen, an extensive laboratory environment was set up for the prototype communication
adapters. Extensive tests will continue to be carried out
here, in close consultation with colleagues from Gateway
Administration and Data Management as well as the
manufacturing company.
Still in the testing stage, but already a success story: The
communication adapter, as an essential step towards digital
and automated count data acquisition as well as a long

dwell time of SLP stock meters in the gas grid, is impressive due to its low costs.
With the successful completion of the testing phase and
the completion of a communication adapter approved by
PTB, an important component will be laid in order to
enable the start of system integration in-house or the
digitisation of the entire business process for recording
gas measurement values for the first time.
At the same time, the communication adapter also contributes to the company’s sustainability goal because, on
the one hand, the existing gas meters do not have to be
removed and disposed of and, on the other hand, the new
technology in the future will lead to a significant reduction
in travel and traveltimes for manual reading. This results
in a significant reduction in CO2 emissions.
While we had no influence on the technical development of
the smart meter electricity, the adapter for gas meters is a
separate development which is very close to operational
completion. This allows us to coordinate the further development of the gas meter fully. In addition, an expansion of
the scope of services of the communications adapter to
include water and heat is planned, which will create new
and above all favourable solutions for digitalisation for
other measurement point operators.

Digital, secure and sustainable
Last year, Westnetz, in cooperation with the other distribution system operators of E.ON, broke new ground and
combined two forward-looking technologies: the hardware
drone with an image analysis software that uses artificial
intelligence (AI) to detect and classify abnormalities in
overhead power lines. With the vision of implementing a
fully automated inspection of overhead lines with drones
and thus simplifying, accelerating and digitising previous
processes.
A necessary intermediate step is semi-automated inspection, which we are currently working on in close cooperation with the other DSOs. Open exchange and the
use of synergies are the top priorities. The developed
application for the technicians’ tablet already forms the
basis for this vision. As soon as the approvals for the
flight outside of sight of the drone operator have been
obtained, we at Westnetz are ready to take off for this
milestone. Initial experience in this area has already
been gained in the WAFI project (see p. 21). The flight
distance was around 50km.

Launch of semi-automated overhead line inspection
Our vision is already being transformed step by step into
reality. In 2020, a large number of technicians were
trained to become so-called drone operators. Now the
drone is to be integrated even more extensively into the
inspection processes as a tool.
Previously, the deployment was carried out manually by
the technicians examining each mast individually with the
drone. In the future, the partially automated process is
expected to provide many times the added value. One
particular advantage is, for example, that employees can
concentrate completely on the inspection, while the
drone independently departs from a predefined flight
route. Numerous image data are generated, which can no
longer be evaluated manually due to the high number, but
are classified and evaluated using AI. Already today, we
are very busy collecting images to train image analysis
software for semi-automated inspection.
One-off preparatory measures
• Planning of flight routes (via LIDAR 1 or geodata)
• Linking flight routes to mast profiles
•	Establishment of a platform for storing flight routes for
each mast profile
•	Central upload and naming of image data from the inspection process

	Light detection and ranging; a radar-related method for
optical measuerment of distance and speed via laser beams

1
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Ready to start at any time – thanks to the drone garage
Sample semi-automated process flow
Possible steps of the semi-automated inspection process:
Technician wants to inspect several masts, create images
for AI, document errors
•	Positioning of the drone in a safe starting position
within view of the first mast and checking of the
surroundings for obstacles/flight objects
•	Opening of the application for loading flight routes
on the tablet
•	Checking whether the flight route is plausible under
current aspects (change in vegetation, new obstacles/
houses, etc.); amendment of the route if required
•	Activation of semi-automated flight (drone follows
programmed route, inspects selected poles within
minutes, creates footage for documentation)

•	Benefit: Technician can follow the flight live via tablet,
concentrate fully on the inspection, if necessary intervene or pause the flight to take a closer look at any
anomalies
•	Automatic return of drone to starting point
•	Image data is automatically loaded into analysis software and named according to mast type
•	Duration of inspection per mast incl. overhead line: a
few minutes

In the Mettmann substation, a drone garage was tested
for one month. The product from Great Britain not only
serves as a parking space, but also as a charging station.
This means that the drone is ready for use at any time
and can be started fully automatically from the garage if
required, in order to take relevant photographs on an inspection flight. The images are then transferred to the
control station via WLAN. Conclusion: An important
building block for our overall vision of fully automated
overhead line inspection.

WAFI – targeted troubleshooting with transient waves
Not only are drones efficient tools when it comes to routine
overhead line inspection, but they also have great potential
for targeted damage detection. With the help of the tran
sient wave technology used, fault locations can now be
located to an accuracy of up to 150m. This saves time,
money and resources.
Previously, in the event of a line fault, it was only possible
to specifically name the affected circuit using the earthfault direction indicators in the substations. This often
resulted in a complex inspection under time pressure,
whereby the location and cause of the damage could not
always be found. With the help of the new patented transient wave-based event-oriented overhead line inspection (WAFI), however, we can react immediately to the
occurrence of the fault in the future, target the damage
site specifically by drone and initiate further necessary
steps based on the live recordings – a huge improvement.

Benefits of partially automated inspection
•	Saves time compared to manual inspection
by drone
•	Increased work safety by minimising mast climbs
•	Sustainability in terms of reduced driving times
due to longer inspection intervals

Your contacts
on this subject:

•	Uniform image material as a basis for learning
how to use the AI analysis software
•	Experience with fully automated processes
•	Expansion of external business through drone
flight as a service provider

Carsten Hermanns
carsten.hermanns@westnetz.de

Frederik Puhe
frederik.puhe@westnetz.de

Process sequence
If a line is damaged, electromagnetic transient waves
are generated, which spread along the line and can be
measured with the existing technology. The recorded
measurement data is processed centrally, the control
line and a drone control unit are informed by email about
the precisely localised fault location. At the same time,
the mission configuration file is automatically transferred
to the drone in the deployment area. After checking the
planned route, the operator will release the fully automated drone flight to the calculated location of the
damage. Now the live recordings can be used to assess
the situation and initiate further measures.

In the future, the drone operator should also be supported
by automated image processing with object recognition
and classification when working. This is a Westnetz-owned
solution based on the deep learning method1, which is also
integrated centrally in the inspection process.
Initial flights beyond visual range have already been carried
out (with the approval of the state aviation authority). The
drone flew a total distance of 50km along a defined test
track. Conclusion: The fully automated event-oriented inspection process works.
	Special Machine Learning/Information Processing Method

1

Advantages of the WAFI
•	Fast and efficient line fault tracing up to 150m
•	Minimal personnel required for inspection and
assessment of damage
•	Live recordings allow simultaneous review of the
entire path
•	Create image data for image analysis training (AI)
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Tomorrow’s future starts today – early technology detection
The use of new, mostly digital technologies in the distribution grid is essential in order to continue to operate it efficiently, safely and intelligently in the future.
Technology and innovation management therefore
have the highest priority at Westnetz.
We use technology early detection methods to inform
ourselves about current trends and developments and to
discover, test and secure today the relevant inventions
for the future of the energy industry.
We use both technology scouting, where you seek a
technological solution to specific problems, and technol
ogy scanning, which describes a broad and non-thematic
search.

If we come across a promising idea in our research, we
evaluate it together with various experts and specialist
departments with regard to its applicability in the company.
The “Technology Readiness Level” (TRL) is also incorpor
ated into the decision: If the TRL is high, i.e. the technol
ogy will soon be ready for market, a positive test phase
promises rapid deployment and implementation options.
Following these initial tests, a final assessment is made
and the following procedure is recommended: This can be
a further observation of the development of technology,
but also a roll-out in the company.
Starlink is an example of a communication technology
that we have discovered and evaluated using our early
technology detection methodology (see article below).

Your contact
on this subject:

Hanna Kammering
hanna.kammering@westnetz.de

Success story Starlink – communication technology from another star
With Starlink, Westnetz is currently testing a completely
new communication system that cannot be compared
with previous technologies.
With this new satellite network, SpaceX, the space company founded by Elon Musk, is already the largest satellite
operator in the world and aims to offer worldwide Internet access by satellite.
We discovered the future-proof technology years ago
as part of our early detection processes and included it
in our topic memory. Starlink was then identified as a
potential communication technology for a variety of use
scenarios. Today, the system is mature enough to pilot.
Satellite technology is currently making great progress
and it is foreseeable that it will play a major role in the
future of communication.
Of course, Westnetz and Westenergie already use a wide
range of communication technologies: Mobile communications, DSL, fibre optics, radio communication, Power
line communication and others ensure stable data transmission in our grid area. Satellite communication has also

been in use for a long time for the connection of some
wind farms. So far, however, this has also entailed some
technical disadvantages, such as a high time delay and
low data transfer rates.

First tests are more than promising
During the current beta test phase, Westnetz put one of
the systems into operation in the substation in Münster.
Together with Westenergie’s Telecommunicationsdepart
ment, Westnetz’s Technology department is currently
examining how well the technology is proving itself in
ongoing operations.

Over the next few months, the reliability of the system
will continue to be tested in different weather conditions.
But it is already evident: Starlink’s performance will be
further enhanced with each additional satellite in the orbit.
If the project results continue to be so positive, a new
product can be included in the communication portfolio
as soon as use is approved for commercial purposes.

The first results are promising: Data transfer rates of
over 200Mbit/s, latency of usually less than 50ms and
availability of well over 95% – even though the system is
still under construction. With these properties, use as
crisis communication or as an alternative to DSL connections in remote areas is actually conceivable.

Then technicians in particular benefit if they work in poorly
connected areas. Many new and innovative applications
that are helpful for work on substations or substations can
only be used ideally with a good communication connection.

Key fact
•	SpaceX’s satellites,
currently over 1,000, circle
around the world at an
altitude of around 550km.
Each satellite has four
phased array antennas
and a crypto gas reverb
drive designed to keep the
satellite in its orbit for five
years.

Starlink is different. The biggest difference is that the
satellites, of which there are over 1,000, do not move in
geostationary orbits over 35,000km from the Earth, but
circle in significantly smaller orbits at a distance of around
550km. This results in advantages such as lower time
delay and competitive data rates of more than one Gbit/s
(comparable to today’s DSL connections). Furthermore,
no cable connection is necessary, so that local interference and large-scale power failures do not influence
communication – and it also offers a solution for areas
that are poorly connected to the communication network.
The technology is designed to be globally available on all
oceans and in all deserts over the long term. This benefits
Westnetz, as some of the substations and wind farms
are located in remote locations in such a way that a wired
connection is not economical.

Your contacts
on this subject:

Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker
daniel.hoelker@westnetz.de

Stefan Kreutz
s.kreutz@westnetz.de
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Sustainable. Environmentally
conscious. Climate-neutral.
In harmony with people
and the environment –
sustainability

Green grids for future generations.
Sustainability and ecological footprint issues are more topical than ever. With our experience and
energy, we are therefore committed to inventing technologies that are not only better, but also more
environmentally friendly. In the first real laboratory of the energy revolution, the district in Kaisersesch,
for example, is relying entirely on hydrogen as the green energy source of the future.
The testing of innovative resources and new procedures is just as essential for achieving absolute
climate-neutrality as their integration into the day-to-day work of employees and an active transfer of
knowledge. Efficient partnerships with companies that are just as future-oriented show success, such
as in the development of SF6-free technologies.

Sustainability
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Continuously reducing emissions, promoting natural gas
and hydrogen – for a sustainable gas grid of the future
Natural gas and hydrogen – a source of hope for the complete energy revolution
Natural gas is a combustible, naturally developed gas
mixture that represents an important pillar of future
energy supply – for heating residential and commercial
premises, as a heat supplier in industry, for power gener
ation or as fuel for ships and transport vehicles. Natural
gas scores particularly well in terms of sustainability and
climate protection, especially because the use of natural
gas in gas power plants achieves the highest power
generation efficiency of over 60% and can be very
flexibly ramped up from a standstill
of a gas power plant
l www.dvgw.de
to full output within minutes. This is an ideal complement,
e.g. for PV and wind turbines that can only produce
electricity depending on the weather. Natural gas also
burns with a particularly low level of pollutants and is
therefore considered the most climate-friendly fossil fuel.

However, the issue of methane emissions emitted during
the extraction and transport of natural gas is becoming
increasingly important. After all, if methane (CH4) escapes,
it will have a greater impact on our environment as a
which, for
greenhouse gas than CO2. Diffuse
Deutscheremissions,
Verein des
Gas- und Wasserfaches
e.V.
example, enter the atmosphere
due to small
leaks in
machines and lines, must therefore be avoided. Only then,
according to the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs,
can natural gas continue to function as a key element of
the energy revolution beyond 2030 and optimally
supplement renewable energies. Distribution system
operators are already on the right track to zero emissions,
accounting for 0.24% of total emissions. The switch to
hydrogen and biogas will enable climate-neutral processes
and activities for all in our grid regions.

Verminderung von
Methan-Emissionen in der
Erdgas-Infrastruktur

Key facts

The graph illustrates the low proportion of methane emissions from the total natural
gas infrastructure of 0.5% of total emissions. The share via the distribution grid
operation is only 0.24%.

•	DSOs account for
0.24% of Germany’s
carbon footprint

Klares Ziel – Klare Maßnahmen

88+6+A

•	Diffuse methane
emissions of natural
gas have already
decreased by 40% in
Germany since 1990.
The trend continues
to decline.

•	Since 1990, leaks
and damage to gas
lines in Germany have
decreased by 90%.
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0,5 % Methan-Emissionen durch
die Erdgas-Infrastruktur
ZIEL: Diesen Anteil weiter senken!

88 % Kohlenstoffdioxid

Source: DVGW (only available in German)

Seit über 30 Jahren arbeitet die Gaswirtschaft an
der umfassenden Modernisierung ihrer Infrastruktur.
Im Ergebnis sind die Methan-Emissionen in Deutschland
insgesamt um 40%, im Bereich der Verteilnetze sogar
um 63% gesunken.

Zusätzlich zu den Investitionen wurden viele operative
Maßnahmen implementiert – zum Schutz der Verbraucher,
der Mitarbeiter und der Umwelt. Die folgende Checkliste
zeigt die wichtigsten Maßnahmen, die der DVGW und
seine Mitgliedsunternehmen für eine sichere Versorgung
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Distribution system operators on the right path
In the past, the distribution system operators have already
established a number of successful measures to minimise
methane emissions in order to ensure the technical safety
of the gas grids. This excellent development can be
expressed in a specific number: DSOs account for only
0.24% of the carbon footprint in Germany.

Deutscher Verein des
Gas- und Wasserfaches e.V.

l

www.dvgw.de

FACTS AND FIGURES NATURAL GAS
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METHANE
EMISSIONS

FROM NATURAL GAS INFRASTRUCTURE
Facts, figures and
initiatives by the gas industry

However, even though there are significantly larger
polluters, the stated goal of Westnetz remains complete
climate neutrality. Environmental aspects are becoming
increasingly involved in the assessment of gas infrastructures. Ultimately, harmful emissions should and must be
further reduced along the entire value chain.
The extensive investment in renewal over the last few dec
ades has significantly reduced emissions from methane
leaks in pipelines. The large-scale conversion to steel and
plastic pipes enabled an enormous reduction in the number
of reportable events and thus a reduction to today’s very
low emissions.
Thanks to new methods for extrapolating emissions, new
emission factors are now also coming into focus. Starting
points for reducing emissions for DSOs can be found in
the replacement of damaged lines, by the construction of
excavator damage demonstration plants to prevent damage caused by external influences during civil engineering
work or in the reduction of blow-out emissions due to
changed modes of operation. All in all, only climate-neutral
distribution grid operation promotes sustainable gas distribution.

https://www.dvgw.de/medien/dvgw/en/topics/
DVGW-Brochure-Methane-emissions.pdf

Westnetz is Germany’s market leader
The German Gas and Water Association e. V. (DVGW),
as a network of over 700 DSOs, is currently running a
large-scale measurement program across Germany. This
is not only intended to improve the data basis for the
distribution system. Rather, the aim is to derive further
measures to reduce emissions with new, contemporary
emission factors. There are already 120 measurement
results available, to which Westnetz alone has contributed around 50 measurements at pipeline leaks and gas
pressure control and measuring systems, as well as a
further around 160 measurements on special natural
gas discharge lines. Westnetz now knows realistic emission factors from its own grid and can derive the most
effective reduction measures from them.
The evaluations show that emission factors become more
realistic on the one hand and significantly lower on the
other. A new DVGW guideline with 29 reduction measures
is now aimed at the further reduction of line leaks and extended inspection methods. The application of the “Leak

Detection and Repair” (LDAR) method is already practised
and standardised by the DSOs in Germany.

New trend through independent emissions measurements
140
l/h

105
l/h

0
l/h

EF-2000

Methane slip
natural gas pipes:
9 measurements

EF trend
significantly
lower

EF-2000

EF trend
significantly
lower

Methane slip
in natural gas systems:
41 system measurements
164 blower measurements 1

	(in addition to the total number of measurements of the
DVGW measuring program ME-DSO)

1
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There’s something in the air – harmful SF6 can be
replaced simply and innovatively.

Westnetz already meets all international requirements
today, such as monitoring, application of reduction strategies and measurable reductions in emissions. Creating
transparency, acting purposefully and developing future-
proof technologies for its own distribution system oper
ations – Westnetz is taking a pioneering role on the path
to zero emissions.

Why SF6 is effective but not sustainable
For a long time, there was no sensible alternative to SF6,
which, thanks to its outstanding properties, is used as
extinguishing and insulating gas in switchgear and switching
systems. The advantages are obvious: non-toxic, nonflammable, chemically stable, very reliable and with
comparatively high dielectric strength.

Sustainable Innovation 2021

However, the shortcoming of this technical gas is its high
potential for global warming potential and is not to be
ignored. The cost of leak-free handling is correspondingly
high, and users must be appropriately well trained on how
to avoid emissions or how to handle defective components
in the event of damage.

Westnetz is pursuing successful and, above all, innovative
ways to further minimise methane emissions. For example,
an advanced measurement principle for line leaks uses
up to 9 probes that are used for gas extraction and thus
make the entire emission quantity measurable. No other
measuring method can offer this yet. According to the
DVGW regulations, there was already a significant reduction
in reportable events on all gas lines in Germany between
1981 and 2017 (from 0.5 to 0.02 leaks/km/yr). Westnetz
already achieves a leak frequency of less than 0.02 leaks/
km/yr for the entire gas distribution grid. And not least
thanks to future-proof innovations from our own ranks.
The invention of modern odorant production equipment
can be mentioned here as representative. This not only
reduces odorant consumption by 20%, but also enables
emission-free (0.1m3 per maintenance operation) replacement of the nozzle.

The practical experience of the past and the nationwide
focus on a climate-neutral energy supply of the future
make the search for an alternative insulating and extinguishing gas absolutely necessary.
Westnetz supports the development and testing of new,
SF6-free technologies with expertise and pilot projects.
And even though we still have a long way to go, we are
certainly on the right track. SF6 freedom is a crucial
cornerstone for climate neutrality, the achievement of
which means sustainability for Westnetz.

Just air – natural instead of artificial
In the search for an alternative or a worthy successor for
SF6, a balance must be achieved. On the one hand, the
global warming potential should be reduced to a minimum,
while on the other hand, performance and proven technical
properties should be achieved as closely as possible.
Most of the solutions already available are partially
fluorinated gas mixtures with a carrier gas. Here, the
global warming potential is reduced from 22,800 (SF6)
to 2,210 up to 1. However, well-known or completely
new challenges arise:

Climate protection is also occupational health and safety
While the energy industry is increasingly focusing on topics
such as climate protection and sustainability, there has been
a desire from the start of the gas industry to avoid gas
leaks – for reasons of occupational safety. Reducing emissions also means, in particular, preserving the breathing air
in the vicinity of a pipeline construction site – because
natural gas can displace oxygen – and reducing the risk
of fire. This aspect is still valid today. Westnetz not only
wants to establish climate-neutral gas grid operation, but
also continues to attach great importance to the safety
of its own employees.

The need for a closed gas circuit is maintained, special
equipment or extensive training is required or the scope
of application is limited due to the gas properties.
But when we talk about climate neutrality, the solution is
almost obvious. Instead of using an artificially produced
gas, it is best to use a natural gas. Air is the best gas and
the right path to safe and environmentally friendly use.
Clean air without moisture, a mixture of 80% nitrogen and
20% oxygen, results in “dry air” – with a global warming
potential of zero.
The decomposition of this gas only produces ozone and
nitrous oxide, both of which do not require any special
safety measures, no qualification in handling and no special
technical equipment. The addition of a carrier gas is also
omitted.
The only disadvantage: The technical properties achieve
only 30% of the insulating capacity of SF6. Dry air has a
lower ability to absorb and transfer heat. Westnetz has
already found solutions for this challenge in cooperation
with innovative companies.

Your contact
on this subject:

Klaus Peters
klaus.peters@westnetz.de
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High voltage – SF6-free high voltage switches operating in Hesselen
Last year’s innovation report already focused on the
planned use of high-voltage mass-produced outdoor
transformers and circuit breakers and the associated
use of technical (dry) air as an insulating gas. This shows
how important the topic is within the Group and how
intensively its further development is being pursued.
The pilot project has now been implemented in cooper
ation with Siemens. An innovation partnership has also
resulted in a future-proof product for all distribution system operators at the substation in Hesseln. Here, two
high-voltage fields were installed in one line and one
transformer field.

With the aim of carrying out a feasibility analysis for the
use of vacuum switches in Westnetz. The experts were
able to gain realistic operating experience with regard
to installation, gas analyses, status monitoring and many
other parameters. Furthermore, the switch-on and switchoff behaviour of the vacuum circuit breaker is recorded
and evaluated at high frequency. Both line switches and
converters are of course both compatible with existing,
conventional operating resources.
The Sensgear online monitoring system, a cloud-based system for displaying livedata, has also been tested. Sustainable and digital progress also plays an important role here.

Sustainable Innovation 2021

It all comes down to the right pressure – SF6-free circuit breaker system in Rheinberg
In cooperation with Berlin-based start-up Nuventura,
Westnetz tested the use of an SF6-free medium-voltage
circuit breaker system that can be used for up to 36kV
rated voltage. A prototype panel was installed at a substation in Rheinberg am Niederrhein. In a one-year longterm test, the system was supplied with a mains voltage
of 25kV around the clock via a feed-in cable. The objectives
included checking the insulation capability and the permanent monitoring and analysis of various parameters.
From these experiences, important results were derived
for the introduction of a market-ready product.

One particular challenge of the project was to develop a
system that was as compact as possible as with the
SF6 predecessor, even though the use of dry air entails
different technical properties. Due to the significantly
lower density, a significantly higher pressure is generally
required for the use of natural gas in order to achieve
comparable insulating properties to SF6. This required
adaptations to the design of the systems. However, the
combination of well-known and established technologies
with innovative innovations led to success. Sensors
integrated into the system provide important data for
condition-oriented maintenance in the future.

More than 50 patents speak for themselves – SF6-free technology in Bedburg
Together with Schneider Electric, Westnetz in Bedburg
installed the world’s first panel (type GHA as 24kV variant)
with dry air in a pilot installation. With the courage to
innovate and the necessary know-how, a sustainable
flagship project was created in close cooperation, which is
ultimately of great importance to all distribution system
operators.
From planning to commissioning, Westnetz was able to
meet the needs of a distribution system operator, realise
their own wishes and thus create a modern medium-voltage system together with a professional partner company,
which not only has an identically compact design as the
SF6 predecessor, but also provides the same performance
capability.
(Pictures right)

Thanks to the proven vacuum switching technology, dry
air is in no way inferior to SF6 in terms of current carrying
capacity and insulation capacity – a technological milestone for the energy industry. Westnetz and Schneider
Electric prove in Bedburg that reliable, climate-neutral
technology is possible in operation. Well over 50 patent
applications underline the extensive developments at
Schneider Electric, which we are now making usable in
cooperation for the introduction of operations.
But the new SF6-free system is not only a major step
towards climate neutrality. At the same time, the project
also stands for advancing digitalisation. Westnetz uses
innovative analysis methods to evaluate the behaviour of
gas and the plant’s components. This creates data
foundations from which all market participants can
benefit.

Siemens Energy 3AV1 145kV
Blue Live Tank Live Tank Circuit Breaker™
•	no global warming potential thanks to use of dry air
•	Successful testing for suitability and handling in the
life cycle
•	Introduction of vacuum switching chamber technology
in the high-voltage grid
•	Digitalisation through online monitoring
•	Technical data corresponds to conventional circuit
breakers
•	Type-tested according to IEC 62271-1
•	30 full short-circuit current interruptions
•	Temperature range from 60 to 55 degrees Celsius
Trench SVAA 123kV
Blue Combo Converter™ with Clean Air
•	Design, the 1st generation based on a 245kV
SF6 design
•	The 2nd generation will correspond to the
specification of a 123kV SF6 converter
•	No global warming potential thanks to use of dry air
•	Type-tested according to IEC 61869-1
• Digitalisation through online monitoring
•	The same measurement characteristics as
conventional transducers
•	Low temperature application up to −60 degrees
Celsius

Your contacts
on this subject:

Bastian Wölke
bastian.woelke@westnetz.de

Stefan Eimert
stefan.eimert@westnetz.de

For an informative video
on this topic, visit:
https://youtu.be/zNsGgbDO8zI
(only available in German)
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Successful implementation of the energy revolution
on a local level – SmartQuart
The “SmartQuart” project, funded by the Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy, aims to make the use
of fossil fuels as redundant as possible within the fiveyear project term. Energy should be generated, stored
and, if necessary, consumed at a local level or passed
on to the interconnected districts – decentralisation
and digitalisation par excellence.

The districts of the future as role models

As early as 2020, SmartQuart was the first real-life labora
tory to be launched for the energy revolution – developed
and implemented by a consortium of ten partners under
the leadership of E.ON SE. Together, new products and
solutions for the planning, construction and operation of
energy-optimised districts are to be developed and tested
by the end of 2024. All developments focus on zero
emissions and sustainability at all times.

Ausgleichenergie
Speicheranlage

Zentrale Schnell-Ladesäulen

1
3

Smart Poles

Intelligente
Quartierssteuerung

Was heißt das konkret?
Beispiel 1:
Energie der Zukunﬅ

Vision: 0 % CO2
100 % erneuerbare Energien

10
60

Quartiere in
Deutschland
Essen
Bedburg
Kaisersesch

Millionen Euro
Gesamtinvestitionen

An drei Standorten in Deutschland
entstehen smarte Quartiere, die sich fast
vollständig klimaneutral mit Energie
versorgen. Zentrales Element des Projekts
ist die intelligente Vernetzung der
Energiesysteme innerhalb und zwischen
den Quartieren. SmartQuart ist Teil des
Programms „Reallabore der
Energiewende“ und wird im Rahmen des
Energieforschungsprogramms der
Bundesregierung gefördert.

Neubauquartier
130 Wohneinheiten
+ Waldkindergarten

Wasserstoﬀbasierte
Microgrids

Überschussenergie
LOHC Wasserstoﬀspeicheranlage

Windkraﬅanlage

H2-Nutzer
Industriegebäude

Zentrale Schnell-Ladesäulen

Wärmenutzung

Smart Poles

H2-Blockheizkraﬅwerk

Photovoltaikanlagen
Elektrolyseur

Intelligente
Quartierssteuerung

Stromnetz
Gasnetz

Intelligente
Quartierssteuerung

Wasserstoﬀnetz
Datennetz
Wärme- & Kältenetz

Aufgrund eines Beschlusses
des Deutschen Bundestages

DAS ELEKTRISCHE
QUARTIER

Was heißt das konkret?
Beispiel 3:
Die Wasserstoﬀnutzer

Energiebedarf intelligent decken heißt:
Überschüssige Energie muss problemlos aus
einem Netz ins andere gespeist werden. Die
erzeugte regenerative Energie aus Bedburg
kann deshalb vor Ort genutzt, gespeichert oder
den anderen Quartieren übertragen werden.
Wärme kann durch das innovative
Niedertemperatur-Netz verteilt werden.

In the first year of the project, important contracts were
signed, plans were promoted and concepts were developed.
At all times, it was particularly important to involve the
people in the selected districts in the project right from
the start by means of communication measures and
events for citizens. They should actively help shape the
energy revolution and become multipliers.

Planning for the site on which the individual components
of hydrogen production and distribution are to be built
has also been completed. The approach of an urban district
in Essen is being pursued.

Wasserstoﬀmobilität

Windkraﬅanlage

Abwasserwärmetauscher

Was heißt das konkret?
Beispiel 2:
Die Überschussenergie

A fifth of the project time has passed and a lot has
already happened – albeit partly behind the scenes.

Das SmartQuart-Projekt

Dicht besiedelte Regionen werden auch
zukünﬅig auf den Import von erneuerbarer
Energie angewiesen sein, um möglichst
unabhängig von konventionellen Energieformen
zu sein. In Essen werden deshalb beispielsweise
ein Quartiersspeicher, energetisch optimierte
Gebäude und eine vernetzte Infrastruktur
umgesetzt.

Zentrale Wärmepumpe

The SmartQuart concept is a role model and can be
transferred to other districts. Key impulses for the design
of energy policy and regulatory framework conditions
should be derived from real experiences. The project thus
radiates beyond the regional borders.

Positive summary after the first project year

Partner

DAS URBANE
QUARTIER

Überschussenergie
Speicheranlage

They represent many regions in Germany- from low-density
rural to very high-density urban areas. The various sectors,
area, social and district structures ensure a high represen
tative status.

Klimaneutral.
Lokal. Digital.

Neubauquartier

Gefördert durch:

As part of the project, the participating city districts in
Bedburg and Essen (North Rhine-Westphalia), as well as
in Kaisersesch (Rhineland-Palatinate) will each be networked within themselves and with each other and
through Westnetz. In this way, the different structured
districts in the systemic network should complement
each other sustainably and economically and exchange
energy with each other.
The aim is to make the use of fossil fuels on site largely
superfluous and to make the districts part of the energy
revolution as flexible parts of a future energy system.

Photovoltaik
Dachanlagen
Geothermie
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DAS WASSERSTOFFQUARTIER

Partner

H2

Intelligente Vernetzung heißt auch, dass die
Strom-, Wärme- und Gasnetze miteinander
gekoppelt werden. So wird Strom in einer
Power-to-Gas-Anlage in grünen Wasserstoﬀ
umgewandelt und von Unternehmen in
der Gegend für Wasserstoﬀ-Busse im
öﬀentlichen Nahverkehr oder für die
Erzeugung von Wärme genutzt.

At the beginning of 2021, the implementation of specific
measures began: In the Bedburg resource conservation
settlement, the development of the new area and the
installation of the waste water heat exchanger to supply
the central heat pumps began. In Kaisersesch, the project
participants identified and prepared the location for the
hydrogen combined heat and power plant.

Assoziierte Partner:

Bedburg resource conservation
centre: top July 2020, bottom
March 2021

“With SmartQuart, we are facing the real energy revolution. Building
on the experience of other research projects, we are now taking a
decisive step further: We are not in a simulated environment here,
but in the design of real neighbourhoods. SmartQuart shows possible
development paths for the economic implementation of innovative
and climate-neutral technical solutions with the involvement of
society.”
Dr. rer. nat. Sahra Vennemann, SmartQuart Project Manager, E.ON SE

Built-in waste water heat
exchanger
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Kaisersesch lives the future today – with a sustainable hydrogen distribution grid
E.ON and Westnetz have long since recognised the
supporting role of hydrogen as an energy source and are
working in the Kaisersesch model district on flexible
solutions and innovative technologies, among other
things, for which Westnetz is contributing both proven
and new infrastructure solutions. In the small urban area
made up of residential buildings, municipal buildings,
industry and trade, energy will in future be generated
locally using wind power and photovoltaic systems and
converted into green hydrogen via an electrolyser in the
sense of sector coupling. This is routed via a hydrogen
line to a hydrogen combined heat and power plant and to
several fuel cells in order to provide heat and electricity
as required on a decentralised and CO2-free basis.
Westnetz is researching the distribution grid of the
future under realistic conditions. This creates not only
the distribution system of tomorrow, but also the
important backbone of the energy revolution: future-
proof and digital electricity and gas distribution grids that
can fulfil their intended role without restriction.
As such, a hydrogen-based microgrid is being created
over the project’s five-year period – a locally confined
stand-alone grid that encompasses the entire value chain
of generation, conversion, storage, distribution and use of
renewable energy in the heat, electricity, mobility and
industry sectors.

With the laying of the foundations for a heat accumulator
on the premises of Peters Energie GmbH, intensive
planning finally became a reality in mid-February 2021. At
the same time, the conversion work began on the local
combined heat and power plant, which is to produce heat
and electricity from hydrogen in the future. The first
commissioning with natural gas is planned for June of this
year, test runs with hydrogen in spring 2022, before the
regular two-year operation of the integrated hydrogen
district will begin from 2023.
With this real-life laboratory, Westnetz is further expanding
the Group’s focus on hydrogen infrastructure and is
taking a pioneering role as an innovative designer of the
energy revolution. The switch to CO2-free green hydrogen
is not only an important contribution to climate protection,
but also creates sustainable opportunities for all energy
sectors, such as hydrogenmobility. The first integration
of the innovative LOHC technology 1 for long-term
storage of hydrogen is a beacon in the industry.

Integrated hydrogen infrastructure enables the storage and use of green energy in the Kaisersesch district

Local RES energy
production

Local heating
system

Industrial customers
H2 CHP for local
heating system

Electrolyser
LOHC
storage terminal

H2 GDRM system

Wastewater
treatment plant:
Fuel cell for emergency
power supply

Town hall
Fuel cells &
condensing boiler

Hydrogen
ﬁlling station

Hydrogen pipeline
with storage function

	Liquid organic hydrogen carriers are liquid, organic
hydrogen carriers that serve as storage media.

1

Your contact
on this subject:

“However, development in the real environment also requires the
courage to rethink established concepts. We have to constantly
adapt our work in the project to the requirements from the outside.
The interdisciplinary set-up of the project team and the great support
of the three municipalities, which have become drivers of the project,
will help us in this regard.”
Jürgen Hammelmann, SmartQuart Technical Project Manager; Westnetz GmbH

Jürgen Hammelmann
juergen.hammelmann@westnetz.de
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TOGETHER healthy & safe
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“Innovative technologies and ways of working, combined with more
than 100 years of experience in energy supply: That’s what sets
Westnetz apart, and I’m proud of that. We work every day to find
new, smarter solutions for our customers. We always have one thing
in mind: the safety of our employees and our customers.”
Dr. Stefan Küppers · Managing Director of Special Technology and Digitalisation

TOGETHER
healthy & safe
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Come healthy, go healthy –
occupational safety is a corporate culture
Occupational safety remains one of our most important
areas of focus. Every innovation, every new technology,
every optimised process is considered and paid for from
a health and safety perspective.
We want to avoid accidents and go home as healthy as
we came. One key to this goal is to look at near misses
and unsafe situations. Because only by getting used to,
taking a closer look and making each other aware of
dangerous situations will our workplaces become safer.
Then we can learn from the past and shape the future
perfectly for all employees.

One app for all (incidents) – report observations quickly and easily
While there have been various cumbersome and often
unknown methods to report near misses and unsafe
situations, the Westnetz is taking a simple and advanced
approach with its specially developed HSE app. A broken
cable on the computer? A faulty door on the lift? Any
observation, no matter how small, can now be reported
more easily and quickly than ever before.
Downloading via the in-house store Apps@work is
straightforward, and using App 1 is self-explanatory. If
preferred, the report can also be made anonymously.
Photos can be added as required to illustrate the unsafe
situation. In the next step, the occupational health and
safety team evaluates all reports and speaks if necessary.
with colleagues and respective managers about the
incidents. Depending on the risk level, safety impulses are
also created and preventive measures are taken.

Fortunately, the app’s acceptance and usage rate have
been high from the moment it was introduced. In the first
three months, the first 500 near misses and unsafe
situations were evaluated in 2,500 installations. A great
success that shows that everyone understood: We can
only achieve our goal together if we treat each other with
care and consideration.

TOGETHER – healthy & safe
No matter how good and safe our work processes already
are, things are continually improving. We are convinced of
this. Health protection and occupational safety go hand
in hand at Westnetz – and not just since the coronavirus
pandemic. The well-being of our employees is our top
priority. To this end, we are continuing to work intensively
on improving our occupational safety culture with our new
campaign “GEMEINSAM – gesund & sicher” (“TOGETHER –
healthy & safe”). Long periods with zero accidents prove
us right. But we don’t want to stand still, we want progress.
For this purpose, Westnetz has conducted and had implemented internal and external analyses of the current
structures and processes. A dedicated task force has
developed an action plan and identified relevant action
areas at all levels of the organisation. The managers act
as role models with their own safety-conscious behaviour
and bring relevant topics directly to the employees via
the “Healthy and safe dialogues”. Good risk management
should ensure that everyone knows where responsibilities
lie, when they are taking too great a risk and when to call

for support. Innovative and digital tools, such as the HSE
app, optimise internal processes and contribute to a safe
working environment.
However, all these measures can only bear fruit if we continue to work together in the company. Step by step, with
mindfulness, care, consideration and helpfulness. If we can
do this together, we can realise our vision. And also to pass
these on to our more than 500 partner companies. We
want to and must achieve these goals in the same way as
our own employees and implement our safety measures
there for a healthy working environment together.

	The app is currently available on Apple devices.
At the same time, the option of reporting via the
form is still available.

1

Your contact
on this subject:

Andreas Schulte
andreas.schulte@westnetz.de
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Ideas made by Westnetz –
outstanding, innovative and future-proof
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WANT x CAN x MAY = DO – the equation of shared success

Challenge and promote ideas & innovations@Westnetz
Ideas are the fuel for innovative companies – Westnetz
has long since recognised this, which is also clearly
underlined by the title of this report. We are consistently
pursuing an extraordinary path with a very high degree of
innovation and are sustainably driving forward internal
idea management in order to continue to grow and
actively shape the future of the energy world. Idea

generators, inventors and innovation management work
hand in hand here to develop sustainable and advanced
solutions for the company and for the entire energy
industry from creative ideas and innovative inventions.
As a driving force and promoters, our managers pave the
way for unlocking the creative potential of each individual –
so that ideas can continue to create the future.

Awarded “Excellent” – ideas management across Germany at the forefront
In addition to the areas of innovation projects and patents,
idea management is one of the three building blocks of
outstanding innovation performance at Westnetz. This
has now also been honoured by an independent jury who
awarded us second place for the “Best Idea Management
2021” award across Germany:

WANT

x

•	Employees and managers
are continuously made
aware of and motivated
by ideas and innovations
as well as their oppor
tunities. They should
identify with our vision,
be open to new things,
embrace change and
show initiative.

CAN

x

•	We support our employees throughout the entire
innovation process and
provide them with the
necessary tools.
•	Every idea is valuable to
our company. Idea management, innovation
management and patent
coordination work
hand-in-hand to keep
creative thoughts open.

MAY

=

DO

•	We encourage creative
thinking and the development of ideas, give our
employees trust, freedom
and structures for
innovations.

•	Let’s go all the way together: Generating ideas,
shaping projects, creating
innovations with sustainable added value for the
group and its customers.

•	Management encourages
and encourages all employees to be creative
and develop ideas to help
shape the energy world
of tomorrow with their
own innovations.

•	Our strategy continues
to help us on our journey:
With innovations to
predictable success.

“We are looking at an exciting company that, in its future
development, places a clear focus on innovations that
come from within its own company. The previous idea
management has been put to the test for the future
strategy of Westnetz and it can be said that it has been
reinvented. The new idea management is characterised
by a high level of integration with innovation management.”
Jury of the German Ideas Management Prize
Innovation
projects

Idea
Management

Patents

Submit idea
in idea
management

Idea
Management

You have
an idea.

Something specific in your head?
Is your idea quick to implement and
perhaps an improvement for your
daily work? Would you like to receive
a reward for this?

“Good idea management primarily depends on the creative
ideas of the employees. We would like to thank all supporters,
managers, experts and the large ideas management team.”
Thomas Schmitt, Westnetz Ideas Officer

Your idea will be reviewed
and evaluated.

For a positive assessment,
you will receive a bonus.

Your idea will be
implemented promptly.

Do you have any further questions? Thomas Schmitt · thomas.schmitt@westnetz.de · T +49 271 584-2144

Patents

Your idea is a new approach to something already existing or, possibly
even something completely new?
Do you need a budget and clever
minds for implementation? Does
your idea still need time to develop?

Here’s what’s next:

Innovation
projects

Submit idea
in innovation
management

Is your idea worth protecting?
Contact Klaus Peters for patent coordination.
klaus.peters@westnetz.de · M +49 162 2845366

It starts with a project fact
sheet that we will create
together with you.

Your implementation will take
place after project approval.

We will start the innovation
follow-up process together
with your project results.

Do you have any further questions? Doris Miester · S-DRW-T-I_Projektsteuerung@westnetz.de · T +49 231 438-1308

Idea management, patent coordination and innovation magic work hand in hand.
Every idea is valuable and thus easily finds the right input channel into the process.
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Training and further education

Innovation in-house – creative measures for creative ideas
Our measures to continuously increase innovation
performance:
•	Brief presentations or creative units raise awareness
and motivate the relevant target groups at a wide
range of events, from trainees to managers.
•	Regional contacts for digitalisation, innovation and
new technologies have been established.
•	Virtual creativity and brainstorming workshops train
employees in creative thinking.
•	Innovation on site is made tangible by means of an
innovation roadshow.
•	An idea camp for idea generators and inventors
motivates and inspires.

Implementation of regional touchscreens in order to make it possible to experience
creative content from Idea and Innovation Management digitally and interactively.

Oliver Niehof, Westnetz Innovation Manager

“‘Innovation’, as summed up by Steve Jobs, ‘distinguishes the pioneer
from the followers’. Westnetz is also taking a leading role. For us, this
means above all demanding and promoting the ideas and inventions
of every employee. We are constantly strengthening our innovative
spirit as a breeding ground for successful innovation and thus sustainably increasing our innovation performance.”
Martin Göbel, Westnetz Innovation Manager

Your contacts on this subject:
Oliver Niehof
oliver.niehof@westnetz.de
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Energy future starts at the beginning –
Training and further education at Westnetz
Our employees and their personal well-being have
always been at the heart of what we do – whether it’s
about health, private life or the professional future.
We want to create a good working environment that
inspires and encourages innovative ideas. Especially
and above all with the new starters, the trainees, the
creative minds, who will accompany Westnetz into the
energy world of tomorrow.
We know: Only well-trained people shape the digital
energy future. We attach great importance to modern
and high-quality training. Our training centres (for example,

for primary technology or new technologies) provide ideal
conditions for collaborative learning, creative processes
and the development of practical, future-oriented technologies.
They represent an important link between social developments and operational expectations. From here, external
experiences with new grid technologies are carried over
to the company, where our own operating experiences are
reflected and passed on to a global distribution system.

Digital training concepts – real innovations

“The innovation performance makes it clear how creative ideas can
contribute to thesuccess of the company. Current key figures and
examples of success are intended to motivate employees to integrate
creativity into everyday life and to actively contribute new solutions.
With interactive touchscreens in the locations, we want to show
opportunities and create transparency, among other things, in order
to facilitate this active participation.”

Thomas Schmitt
thomas.schmitt@westnetz.de
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Martin Göbel
martinantonius.goebel@westnetz.de

Even though direct communication is currently taking a
back seat due to the coronavirus pandemic, productivity
and knowledge transfer are by no means suffering. Already
existing digital training concepts are used to the maximum
and are proven to lead to good training success – thus
ensuring the reliable distribution system operation of the
future.
New technology ideas are transformed into vivid prototypes
in Westnetz’s training centres. The Primary Technology
Training Centre in Wesel, for example, is working on digital
concepts for transformer control that can increase the
performance of the substations by 20%. New safety
sensors are under development at the Mettmann training
campus, which send signals to users in the event that live
parts are within reach – an important step towards occupational safety.

Whether analogue or digital – we not only train our
employees theoretically, but also let them participate in
future-oriented projects right from the start. Learning
from each other, successfully networking, developing
promising ideas into safe and reliable operations and
succeeding together – this is possible with us and is
encouraged. The future viability of Westnetz and the
entire grid region depends on the new experts following
the current experts.
Highlight
New employees at Westnetz report that they have
consciously chosen the company on the basis of the
innovation report.

The smart construction site power distributor was invented in practice,
registered for a patent and further developed in the training workshop in
Wesel as part of a final exam. Final exam grade: 1.0
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Successful e-learning in Wesel

Mettmann training campus – a training centre of the future

Like the majority of Westnetz employees, the apprentices
at the Wesel site are also working from home due to the
coronavirus pandemic. However, this is by no means a
disadvantage. Rather, junior staff benefit from teaching
concepts that have already been successfully implemented
in the company in the past. At present, online teaching is
increasingly being used to create flexible and individual
theoretical foundations and to offer knowledge transfer
agents. Digital learning is complemented by clearly structured and secured face-to-face events in which apprentices can gain important practical experience.

Review: Back in October 2019, Westnetz opened a
state-of-the-art training campus for its employees at
the substation site in Mettmann. Since then, technol
ogies of the future have been tested, researched and
experienced – for the digital and networked energy
world of tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.

The digitisation of distribution systems as well as new
equipment, technologies and tools will increasingly
change the operational work in the distribution grid over
the next few years. This change can and will accompany
the training campus – as a place of teaching, but also as
an application-oriented laboratory.

Training grid, switchgear park
With various types of systems, the switchgear park forms
a training grid from the fictitious 110,000-volt transformer
to the connection to the domestic supply. This means
that a wide range of training courses for grid technicians
can take place in a realistic environment. These are an
absolute prerequisite for day-to-day business, maintenance
work and securing the supply quickly in the event of a
malfunction.

Virtual system management is implemented on site by
means of a programmable logic controller (PLC). It receives
information about the switch positions of all systems in
the training grid and can remotely switch some of the
power and switch-disconnectors. It thus replicates the
system of a modern distribution system control centre,
the role of which is partially assumed by the training
participants. Possible sources of faults in the grid can
also be reproduced and practised via the PLC, for example
faulty cables or forgotten earthing kits.

Trainer Christoph Schmitz finds an ideal solution: “Because
the training was already supported by digital tools before
the pandemic, we were able to react flexibly and quickly
to the challenge of e-learning throughout the entire period.”
Trainer Andreas Metten adds: “With a rotating model, we
can also teach a limited number of trainees in our company
with practical teaching units and thus remain in direct
contact, taking into account all hygiene regulations.”

Your contact for training in Wesel:
Christoph Schmitz
christoph.schmitz@westnetz.de

Your contact person at the Wesel site:
Tim Bucksteeg
tim.bucksteeg@westnetz.de

It’s hard to get started – but not with us

The career options are endless.

Many routes lead to Westnetz. Whether you’re a student,
apprentice, student or graduate, we have a future for
everyone. We offer:

You learn throughout your life. For this reason, Westnetz
also promotes further training measures for all employees
within and outside the Group with days off and financial
contributions, including:

•	School internships –
initial insights into professional life and the
distribution system world
•	Initial qualification “I can do it!” –
in preparation for vocational training
•	Apprenticeships –
in the fields of IT, technology and business
•	Dual study programme –
with practical relevance and personal mentoring
•	University internships –
independent project responsibility in the real
world of work
•	Bachelor’s/Master’s thesis –
combining theory and practice
•	Trainee program –
Group-wide networking and personal mentoring

•	Seminars –
acquire new knowledge and actively exchange ideas
with colleagues
•	Promotion of STEM professions –
with selected part-time Bachelor and Master degree
programs
•	Adult education courses –
from languages, IT, rhetoric, presentation, time and
self-management, moderation

The requirements for the design of the technology were
high right from the start, because the switchgear park
should enable real experience with maximum safety. It is
also designed in such a way that it can be expanded
modularly with new technologies at any time. For example,
a completely digitalised local grid station (digiONS; the
future Westnetz standard) has recently been integrated,
whose commissioning can be trained using virtual reality
glasses.

Another special feature of the Mettmann training campus
is the choice of voltage level: For a realistic and comprehensive training experience, the training grid can be operated with the 10,000 volts present in the real electricity
grid. However, it is also possible to only feed in low voltage or to operate the system completely discharged. The
PLC’s full range of functions is also ensured at all times.
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NetzVER – future-proof and secure training with virtual reality
Hands-on future
The training campus not only offers ideal training opportunities, but with its laboratory character and its direct
proximity to the active substation, it is also a place where
new technologies and working methods can be tested in
a practically-oriented manner. On the one hand, the
training participants experience the handling of future
technologies live on site and, on the other hand, new
products or ideas can be easily piloted in the system before they are installed extensively in the power grid. The
spectrum is wide: from training sessions in virtual reality
(VR) to automated drone flights.
VR glasses are used to digitally expand the switchgear
park. The newly acquired knowledge can be demonstrated
on the virtual system. Various modules can be used in the
specially equipped VR room to complete various learning
units for immersive and effective learning. The combin
ation of exercises under real and virtual conditions creates
safety and routine for employees.

Digital knowledge transfer
The combination of real systems, fictitious medium-voltage
grids and laboratory environment offers the unique opportunity for interactive technology workshops for joint
testing and further development of sustainable ideas.
Training sessions in Mettmann are also constantly being
developed: live and virtual.
In the future, the training campus will continue to adapt
flexibly to the requirements and opportunities of progressive digitalisation in the distribution system and allow
all employees to benefit from this. It is currently u nable to
fully develop its potential due to the coronavirus pandemic.
With its unique concept, however, it is already a place of
teaching and innovation that combines the t raditional
DSO business with the rapidly advancing digitalisation.

Virtual reality (VR) technology is now greatly advanced
and can be mass marketed. Westnetz has taken advantage
of this development to develop two VR training courses
as part of the “Grid operation via virtual and augmented
reality” (NetzVER) research project, which now extend
the training and further education of grid operation.
The event was held twice: On the one hand, demographic
change means an increased need for training. Older
colleagues with a great deal of specialist knowledge and
experience leave the company, so that younger people
have to learn increasingly complex work processes in a
short time. On the other hand, the digitalisation of the
industry is advancing more and more. Knowledge of new
technologies and the correct handling of digital means of
transport must be acquired so that,for example, the
digitised local grid station (digiONS) can increase the
automation of distribution systems in the coming years
as planned.

Currently, VR training is not a substitute for face-to-face
training, but it is a good complement to new learning
opportunities. In order to integrate the training as efficiently as possible into the training and further education,
it has been designed didactically and technically in such a
way that it can also be implemented without the presence
of teachers. The hardware used, which can also be shipped
if required, does not require any additional external sensors
for position determination in the room due to inside-out
tracking, so that the setup can be carried out by the
training participants themselves. This not only relieves
the already scarce training staff, but also enables flexible
and individual integration into your own learning process –
regardless of time and place. However, specially equipped
VR rooms can also be used, which were set up for training
purposes in the Mettmann training campus and the Trier
regional centre.

sustainable.
Real possibilities thanks to virtual reality
In terms of content, the two VR training courses deal with
the safe behaviour in the event of a fire in a substation and
with the commissioning of a digiONS. The objective is
clearly formulated: Increasing work safety and operational
safety, as well as the distribution of specialist knowledge.
Accidents at work should be avoided by training the correct
procedure in a safe environment. Supply interruptions
should be reduced as far as possible by allowing all technologies to be routinely and professionally operated. Virtual reality is the ideal technology to train rare, expensive,
dangerous or otherwise difficult work.

The technology laboratory is testing products that will
continue to play a major role in the future of the electricity
grid. Installed temperature and acoustic sensors in panels
and in the switchgear room provide specific data about
the individual equipment. Measured values are recorded
and processed via an Internet of Things platform. In this
way, the equipment can be digitised and conclusions
drawn in real time about its capacity or the condition of
the systems in the grid. For efficient use and needs-based
maintenance.
Mettmann is also the place of events in the field of robotics.
The active outdoor high-voltage outdoor system offers
the ideal opportunity to pilot automated inspection flights
by drone and was already equipped with an autonomous
drone garage for a test period.

The training sessions are aimed equally at new colleagues
in training as well as experienced employees who are to
be trained in special processes. The modern medium is
exciting for all participants and increases motivation.
Above all, the transfer of new knowledge is particularly
successful through such an immersive learning experience.

Your contact person
at the Mettmann site:

Hanna Kammering
hanna.kammering@westnetz.de

•	VR saves resources because work steps can be trained
without the use of materials or tools.
•	Once created, the 3D world can be used for any number
of training sessions.
•	Training courses can also be used by other DSOs without
further development effort.

cooperative
•	E.ON-wide working group between different DSOs in
Germany coordinates the development and integration
of VR as part of technical training and further education
•	Joint development of scenarios and didactic backgrounds with the Chair of Electrical Power Supply
Technology at the Bergische Universität Wuppertal
•	Implementation of the 3D environment and programming by the Cologne software development company
Senselab.io
•	Outlook: In the future, VR training courses can also be
marketed outside of the Group.
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healthy & safe
•	Recent figures 1 show that 66.2% of electrical accidents
reported throughout Germany by electrically skilled
persons in the industrial and commercial sector, despite
their professional qualifications, are attributable to a
violation of the five safety rules.

5 Safety rules
1. Disconnect
2. Secure against reconnection
3. Verify absence of voltage
4. Ground and short-circuit
5.	Cover or close off adjacent live components
	

•	Professionals must also be continuously sensitized
to occupational safety and trained in the use of new
technologies.
•	VR can be used to train what would be too dangerous
in reality (e.g. such as a fire in the substation).
•	Each training course includes the creation and, if
necessary, change of the necessary PPE.
•	The five safety rules are discussed and must be applied.

	Source: Trade association (Energy Textiles Electrical) media products:
Statistics of electrical accidents – data from the accident register of
the BG ETEM (as of: 26/01/2019)

1
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1. Training: Safe behaviour in the event of a fire
in the substation
In order to avoid possible personal injury and damage
propagation in the event of faults in the substation and
to minimise supply interruptions, safe and professional
behaviour of all parties involved is essential. The VR
training developed prepares the grid technicians as
effectively as possible for various fault scenarios.
Internal Westnetz processes and operating instructions,
thematically relevant standards such as e.g. for fire fighting
and technical assistance in electrical systems (DIN-VDE
0132), various DGUV regulations as well as the empirical
values of grid technicians. The scenarios are derived from
this using fault parameters (e.g. fire) and external par
ameters (e.g. local residents) whose variation leads to a
variety of training courses.
Participants are, forexample, put into the role of the person
responsible on site by means of VR glasses and must
take relevant steps and implement the necessary safety
measures in the substation. These include: Make emergency
calls in accordance with the planned reporting plan via a
virtual smartphone, coordinate measures with the control
line and the fire brigade, control activations within the
substation in compliance with the five safetyregulations
or instruct the fire brigade in writing before access. This
trains safe, experienced actions under very realistic conditions.
It is possible to choose between a guided mode, in which
possible errors are avoided and instructions with explan
ations for an optimal procedure appear, and a free mode,

which requires the independent decisions and actions of
the training participants. Each training course ends with
an evaluation to reflect on the actions carried out and
potential for improvement.
2. Training: C
 ommissioning of a digitalised substation
on the digital twin
For a robust automation concept of the low-voltage and
medium-voltage grids, the aim is to equip between 20–
30% of local grid and customer stations with remote control technology by 2030. Despite the higher volume of
secondary engineering work compared to conventional
substations, no specialist secondary engineer will be required on site in the future for commissioning.

Your contact
on this subject:
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In future, all necessary work steps for commissioning will
be carried out by grid technicians on site alone. With the
help of VR, in this training they will be comprehensively
prepared for the new work steps and trained in basic relationships and functions of the components. All processes
in VR training can be safely practised on a digiONS digital
twin in order to be able to implement these routinely in
the real work process.
In addition to guided and free mode, basic functions and
tasks of the individual components can also be learned
here in an exploration mode. In addition, real commissioning
is supported by anapplication on the tablets of the grid
technicians, in which the individual steps on 3D models are
illustrated again. In addition to the possible sources of
errors, information on occupational safety is also presented
and explained here.

Deliah Hecker
deliah.hecker@westnetz.de
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Number of R&D and innovation projects
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Expenditure for R&D and innovation projects
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Connected, endless
possibilities –
overview

1.5

Innovation projects, cumulative costs in millions of Euro
R&D projects, cumulative costs in millions of Euro

From the idea to the prototype to the
high-growth product

Investments in innovations remain
at a high level.

With 27 research and development projects in 2020,
which we are driving forward in cooperation with E.ON
SE and other partners, we want to contribute to a
digitalised and sustainable energy business. In addition,
35 innovation projects and 15 innovation-related special
projects for the efficient distribution grid operation of
tomorrow were created from our own efforts. The results
are outlined in this report.

Spending in 2020 reached EUR 3.48 million. For 2021,
expenditures to a total of EUR 3.39 million are planned.
The annual fluctuations in expenditure can be explained
in particular by special topics and large purchases in
individual projects.

Project management is the single point of contact for the
necessary provision of funds. It not only accompanies
every project from start to finish, but also makes the
power of innovation visible on a central platform in the
Group. Furthermore, it offers everyone interested the
opportunity to find out about projects in the Group.

We are currently involved in a number of large-scale
projects with a high cost volume. Therefore, the number
of projects in 2021 is expected to reach only 60% of the
previous year’s level, despite approximately the same
expenditure.

You can reach us via the central
email address or by telephone:
Doris Miester
E DRW-T-I_Projektsteuerung@westnetz.de
T +49 231 438-1308
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Invent success at Westnetz – record level of patent applications

Increased value due to technological advantage

The intensive promotion of the innovation culture in the
company continues to show impressive success. 24
patent applications in 2020 form the previous record.
Accordingly, the revenues from the associated licences
have also increased above average to over EUR 100,000.
An important development in terms of our position as a
technology leader.

The more we open ourselves up to new technologies and
cooperations, the more important it is for us to protect
our technological advantage with patent registrations.
With the support of the Westnetz innovation culture, the
number of patent registrations has increased continuously
over the past few years. The portfolio includes 112 patent
registrations in total (as of: 31/05/2021). 2020 was therefore the most inventive year in the history of Westnetz.

Around 200 inventors are now working on developing
innovative ideas into market-ready products with added
value. All new distribution grid technologies and tools are
now registered as patents in order to increase acceptance
in global competition and secure our own technological
advantage. We increase the value of our ideas through the

widest and most comprehensive patent portfolio possible
with single-source grid technologies and work in cooperation partnerships in order to be able to serve as many
customers as possible with our innovations.
Being open to new things, creating an inspiring network
with other inventors and thus accelerating the development
of necessary technology. Westnetz supports creative minds
in their own ranks with the help of the new invent.success
hotline (T +49 162 2845366) from the first steps of patent
application to licence marketing. This is because the market
launch of our ideas in particular can generate new growth –
for all innovative distribution system operators.

Approvals for patent application

Key facts

25

•	Since 2016, patent
applications have more
than quadrupled.

•	The frontrunner is an
inventor with 14 patent
applications.

•	Since 2016, the number
of inventors has almost
tripled.

• 	In 2020, 561 ideas with
a net benefit of around
EUR 1 million were
submitted.

20
15
24
10
5

17

•	A total of 180 employees
hold one or more patents.

13
7

9

2017

2018

2019

From idea through to patent exploitation, such as during
the licensing process, for example. Get in touch as early
as possible.

Your contact person for patent coordination:
erfolge.erfinden@westnetz
Klaus Peters
E klaus.peters@westnetz.de
T +49 162 2845366

0
2016

Licensing for the production and distribution of Westnetz
inventions is also on the increase, with seven licensing
cooperations. This ensures the Westnetz supply with the
invented technologies in the long term and makes new
revenues possible with our protected technological
advantage. This success is due in particular to new
cooperations with manufacturers linked to the global
market for distribution grid technologies.

2020

Number of patent registrations

Some examples of successful patent
applications can be found here:
Natural gas expansion turbine (mp4)
Odorisation instruments (PDF)

(only available in German)

https://www.boehmer.de/wp-content/
uploads/2019/04/BOEHMER_OEV_EN.pdf

https://w2-armaturen.de/video/20210121_
Gasentspannungsturbine_1080p50_YouTube.mp4
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Secure, competent,
sustainable –
research & development

“For me, the energy revolution is an exciting challenge for our high level
of technical competence: Grids must be planned, built and controlled
in such a way that they can cope with the constant changes caused
by the feed-in and distribution of energy. Our customers can continue
to rely on safe care.”
Dr. Jürgen Grönner · Managing Director Regional Technology and Asset Management
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Project overview
R&D.01

Automated Overhead Inspection (AOI)

57

R&D.02

Establishment of a hydrogen infrastructure with an existing natural gas asset

57

R&D.03

i-autonomous – protection and automation in medium and low voltage

57

R&D.04

CoSMiC-Eye@Westnetz – vegetation management of line routes

58

R&D.05

Alternative transformer discharge increases current carrying capacity

58

R&D.06

Dinput – innovative low-voltage vacuum switch

58

R&D.07

Foundation load test for high-voltage overhead line masts

R&D.08

Gridcast – grid status forecasts with weather and consumption data

57

R&D.01

R&D.02

Automated overhead line inspection
(AOI)

Establishment of hydrogen infrastructure with existing natural gas asset

Frederik Puhe, Carsten Hermanns

Jens Kleine-Vennekate

Start: 01/01/2019
End: 31/12/2020

Start: 01/08/2020
End: 31/03/2023

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie
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This project identifies, tests and evaluated available technologies to prepare and conduct fully automated drone
flights over defined overhead lines.

A natural gas line, including its peripherals and customers,
is to be converted 100% to hydrogen. Gas units supplied
by the customer will be converted to hydrogen suitability.
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Project progress

The aim is to demonstrate the hydrogen suitability of
existing natural gas infrastructures and assess conversion
requirements.

•	Demonstration of feasibility and efficiency

R&D.09

Innovative MV cable measuring technology – comparison of devices and systems

59

R&D.10

Dynamic transformer utilisation enables higher grid performance

60

R&D.11

Energy self-sufficient business premises through solar power and green hydrogen

60

R&D.12

PE 80 – proof of material integrity

61

R&D.13

SF6-free high-voltage panel

61

R&D.14

Cathodic corrosion protection – online detection of cable contact

61

R&D.15

Low-voltage DC connection point up to 200kW

61

•	Obtaining special permits from the state aviation
authorities

R&D.16

ORBIT – building experience in planning and operation of methanisation plants

62

R&D.17

NetzVER – grid operation using virtual and augmented reality

62

•	Carrying out the study “Analys of technical and
economical feasibility of drones in grid operation”

R&D.18

PLEXOR – Field test of a gas system function testing system

62

R&D.19

Cochem-Zell storage system – distribution system operator networks storage operators

R&D.20

• Comprehensive market analysis
• Piloting of eSmart image analysis software

Project progress

•	Test flights with drones from various manufacturers on
defined test routes to evaluate a fully automated dronebased inspection process

•	New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

•	Training of 35 technicians (24MV/11HV) on drone
operation in theory and practice

•	Public relations through exchange with partners and
authorities

R&D.03

62

•	Close exchange with Group-internal project teams for
vegetation management and inspection management

Cochem-Zell cluster accumulator – Operations

63

• Outlook and lessons learned

i-Autonomous – modular autonomous
functions at medium voltage

R&D.21

System requirements for decentralised generation plants in critical grid situations

63

Research & innovation focus

R&D.22

Energy use in pressure control with a Wankel motor

63

• Digitalisation – processes

R&D.23

Conversion to climate-neutral, gas-insulated medium-voltage circuit breaker systems

64

•	Social acceptance for new inspection procedures

R&D.24

InnoSys 2030 develops innovative system management solutions

64

R&D.25

SmartQuart – Exploration of climate-neutral residential districts

64

Frederik Puhe
Start: 01/10/2019
End: 30/09/2022

Cooperations:
TU Dortmund, KoCos, EWF, OFFIS

As part of the project, a data model-based engineering
process for the automated distribution and monitoring of
smart grid services in a selected grid area of the Westnetz
will be piloted and evaluated.
The results serve as the basis for the development of an
industry standard for a modular combination of secondary
technical functions on a standardised system platform for
the provision of smart grid services based on virtualisation
solutions in medium-voltage grids.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
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R&D.04

R&D.06

R&D.08

R&D.09

CoSMiC-Eye@Westnetz –
vegetationmanagement of pipelines

Dinput – innovative low-voltage
vacuum switch

Gridcast – grid status forecasts
with weather and consumption data

Innovative MV cable measuring
technology – comparison of devices
and systems

Jens Viefhues, Gabriela Sattur

Mike Nagelschmidt

Philipp Säuberlich

Mario Kliesch

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2022

Start: 01/10/.2018
End: 30/06/2022

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

CoSMiC-Eye is the first satellite-based early warning
system to prevent external influences on gas lines by
third parties.

The proven functions on laboratory prototypes enable the
system to be used for three different areas in particular:

Project progress

•	Reconnectable fuse for troubleshooting in the low-voltage
grid without switching off customers and measuring current,
voltage, power

•	Overall, the satellite-based monitoring system is
assessed as successful in the future.
•	In quantitative terms, CoSMiC-Eye is comparable to
the notifications of helicopter flights.
• 	The CoSMIV-Eye system is intuitive to use.
Research & innovation focus

•	Wireless remote-controlled circuit breaker,

•	Load flow direction
Suitability for use in practice is checked in the field test.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control

Start: 01/05/2017
End: 30/07/2021

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

The Gridcast project aims to map the future challenges
and their effects in the area of decentralised energy generation from wind and photovoltaics and provide tools and
forecasting tools that enable secure grid integration.
Project progress
•	Further development of the current weather model
landscape for optimisation of performance and weather
forecastsin Germany
•	Development of a warning and threshold concept for
grid-critical situations caused by strong weather events
with the DWD and transmission system operators
•	Forecasting – optimisation of generation and load
forecasts as well as integration into distribution and
transmission systems

• Digitalisation – processes

•	Optimisation – further development of the existing weather
models for DE with a view to the energy industry

R&D.05

R&D.07

Alternative transformer discharge
increases current carrying capacity

Foundation load test
for high voltage overhead line masts

Jörg Hammes, Thomas Wiedenhöfer

Matthias Brinkmann, Christof Lagemann

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2022

Start: 01/06/2019
End: 01/04/2021

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

The increasingly volatile use of the distribution grid by PV,
wind and decentralised CHP plants as well as electric vehicles
requires a higher and more flexible current carrying capacity
of transmission lines (traditionally parallel cable routes) between 110kV transformer and medium-voltage switchgear.

Examination of the load-bearing capacity of foundations
of high-voltage overhead lines in order to obtain a more
accurate understanding of the load-bearing behaviour of
foundations of existing high-voltage masts.

Here, the use of the Betobar busbar system is a viable
alternative for high-current applications, which should be
validated in this project. Standard solutions up to 24kV
and currents up to 2,500 A are tested. Significantly higher
currents would also be possible.

• 	Validated numerical models were drawn up on the basis
of the foundation tests.

Research & innovation focus
•	New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Project progress

•	Development of a calculation concept for existing
foundations that takes existing load-bearing capacity
reserves into account more realistically
Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Start: 01/01/2019
End: 30/09/2020
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Cooperations:
VDE, FNN, E.ON Energy Networks I
Research & Development, West
energie

As part of the project, innovative measuring systems were
evaluated that make progress expected for the measurement
task in medium-voltage cables.
On behalf of Westnetz, the test institute of Westenergie,
Eurotest, carried out a test of various measuring devices and
techniques, including in the laboratory, on short cable runs
with singular model flaws as well as on cable systems with
multiple flaws. Measurement systems were used to detect
and locate partial discharges in cable systems and their
equipment.
Project progress
•	The detection of internal partial discharges could be
achieved with HFC sensors.
• 	The optical vibration measurement method from Polytec
performs impressively in a laboratory test.

•	Observation and warning – influence of strong and volatile
weather events on the distribution and transmission grid

A broader range of applications is opened up by non-contact
•	
measurement with the help of a laser, which will supplement
the measuring portfolio in certain applications.

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – observe/control prepare

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

• Digitalisation – processes
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R&D.10

R&D.11

R&D.12

R&D.14

Dynamic transformer utilisation
enables higher grid performance

Energy self-sufficient business
premises thanks to solar power
and green hydrogen

PE 80 –
proof of material integrity

Cathodic corrosion protection –
online detection of line contact

Jens Füser

Jens Kleine-Vennekate

Dirk Grahl

Thomas Laier (NIS) Marc Lemkemeyer

Start: 01/02/2018
End: 30/07/2021

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Start: 01/07/2016
End: 31/12/2022

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2022

Cooperations:
DVGW, SKZ, IKV, University of
Esslingen, E.ON Energy Networks I
Research & Development, West
energie

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Based on technologies for remote monitoring of cathodic
corrosion protection (KKS), a monitoring system for detection of e.g. from excavator damage on KKS-protected
pipelines.

There is a growing degree of limitation due to local grid
bottlenecks caused by generation. In light of the increasing
feed-in capacity, an increase in capacity through optimised
utilisation of the equipment is desirable.

A supply concept is being developed and implemented for
a business premises, which combines EE generation and
energy storage to achieve a sustainable supply, characterized
by a high level of autonomy.

The transformer operation in particular can be optimized via
dynamic utilization. Previously unused capacity reserves of
the transformer are unlocked.

Knowledge is gained from electrolyser and fuel cell system
technologies, as well as from setting up energy management
systems.

Project progress

The project investigates the following technologies:

• Prompt identification of the originator

•	Dynamic control includes a comprehensive digital measuring
concept for assessing transformer load.

•	PV production with energy storage

• System-related false alarms are unlikely.

•	H2 production with H2 storage

•	The dynamic transformer control allows the transformer
to be utilised at 120% of the rated output.

Research & innovation focus

•	Fuel cell CHP

• Digitalisation – observe/control

•	By increasing transformer utilisation, existing plants can
easily absorb the growth of renewable energies.
•	Replacement with higher-performance equipment can be
avoided.

As part of this project, the strength of PE 80 gas pipes of
various designs is tested over the entire pipe wall thickness.

Start: 11/01/2017
End: 30/06/2020

Recommendations for operation and manufacture are
expected.
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Research & innovation focus

Progress through the project with the introduction of a
corresponding system

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

•	Evidence of continuous online monitoring

•	Modular space-saving designs
•	Special design H2 safety shut-off valves
•	H2 microgrid on an industrial & commercial scale
•	Dynamic energy management system

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes

R&D.13

R&D.15

SF 6-free high voltage switch panel

Low voltage DC connection point
up to 200kW

Stefan Eimert

Dr. Joachim Pestka

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
• Bundling of renewable energies – small systems
• New tasks for distribution system operators

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Cooperations:
Siemens AG, Trench Group, E.ON
Energy Networks I Research &
Development, Westenergie

Start: 01/03/2019
End: 30/06/2020

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

The project aims to test and further develop series-produced high-voltage transducers and circuit breakers for
the increased use of “technical air” as insulating gas.

In the Bedburg climate protection estate, a 150kW
supercharger was supplied directly from 800V DC for
the first time.

The switch to this technology is prepared so that no major
conversions are necessary in the plants. The insulating gas
“technical air” offers the climate-friendly alternative to conventional technology on the market.

For this purpose, the rectifier was moved from the charger
to the intelligent secondary substation, which now generates
reactive power in a phase-selective manner as an “active
secondary substation” and balances the active power. It was
possible to reduce the charger to the DC chopper controller
because, unlike wall boxes, superchargers supply the vehicle
with direct current.

Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
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R&D.16

R&D.18

R&D.20

R&D.22

ORBIT – building experience in planning
and operation of methanisation plants

PLEXOR – field test of a
gas plant function testing system

Cochem-Zell cluster accumulator –
Operation

Energy use in pressure control
with a Wankel motor

Ulrich Dirkmann

Annika Schäfers

Frank Kauth

Tom Schulte

Start: 01/03/2018
End: 31/12/2020

Cooperations:
E.ON Research & Development,
Ostb. Techn. Regensburg Technical
University, Electrochaea, Microb-
Energy, MicroPyros, Westenergie

Start: 01/08/2018
End: 29/02/2020

Cooperations:
Wigersma & Sikkema, E.ON Energy
Networks I Research & Development, Westenergie

Start: 01/04/2020
End: 31/03/2021

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

The microbial biosynthesis plant for the methanation of
hydrogen to be investigated in this project was specially
designed to meet the requirements for comprehensive
research into biology, process engineering and plant
construction.

During a two-year field test, the advantages and disadvantages of using the PLEXOR system for functional
testing compared to the conventional procedure were
thus identified and recommendations derived from this.

As a follow-up project to the Cochem-Zell cluster accumulator research project financed by E.ON, the operational
management of the built-up cluster accumulator, consisting
of 27 individual accumulators, is now being researched.

Project progress

Project progress

•	The quality of the documentation and thus the
requirements for condition-oriented maintenance
can be greatly improved.

Essentially, a storage control in accordance with the specifi
cations of E.ON, Retail division, Westnetz system management and the customer’s own requirements optimisation.

•	The test facility was put into operation in Ibbenbüren.
•	Extensive basic research was also carried out with the
pilot plant beyond the end of the project.
Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

•	The system is only to be connected to Windows-
compatible end devices.
Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• New tasks for distribution system operators
•	Networking of customer applications (sector coupling)

• Digitalisation – processes

Start: 27/07/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Construction of a first-of-its-kind system with the
Wankel prototype as a mobile arrangement in the
container for preparation for later use by Westnetz.
The new machine can be used for pressure regulation in
gas, pressure, regulation and measuring systems as an
expander or compressor – i.e. bidirectionally. In addition,
during expansion, electrical energy used during compaction
can be recovered.
In the future, the aim is to integrate regenerative heat
utilisation into the expansion and compression process
and to generate or store electricity in a climate-neutral
manner. Expansion with the help of a rotary piston machine
is particularly efficient, space-saving and also helpful for
many applications outside the energy industry.
Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

R&D.17

R&D.19

R&D.21

NetzVER – grid operation using
virtual and augmented reality

Cochem-Zell cluster accumulator –
distribution system operator networks
storage operators

System requirements for DEA
in critical system situations

Deliah Hecker

Frank Kauth, Torsten Hammerschmidt

Udo Schauerte, Martin Brochtrop

Start: 01/07/2017
End: 30/04/2020

Start: 01/09/2019
End: 31/08/2022

Start: 01/04/2019
End: 31/12/2020

Cooperations:
senselab, University of Wuppertal,
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Cooperations:
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

Cooperations:
Fraunhofer IEE, DUtrain,
Enercon, BMWi-gefördert,
E.ON Energy Networks I Research
& Development, Westenergie

In this project, the multimodal operation (market, grid and
system-orientated) of a cluster accumulator was examined
and the corresponding actuation technology developed
and tested.

The increase in decentralised generation plants (DGP)
is replacing conventional power plant units. This project
aims to close the resulting gap in system-orientated
functionalities.

Project progress

•	Product preparation for households with PV systems

The objectives include making decentralised generation
plants usable for grid and system management, evaluating
grid characteristics and carrying out field tests with real
decentralised generation plants. The goal is to publish the
scientific results.

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – processes

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• New tasks for distribution system operators

• Bundling of renewable energies – small and large systems

Virtual reality training courses are intended to teach how to
handle hazardous situations and the work on new equipment.
Project progress
• Technology selection for virtual reality training
• Creation of the didactic concept
•	Development of learning modules, e.g. commissioning of
local substation, behavioural training in the event of a fire
in a substation

•	Technical realisation of a cluster accumulator
•	Preparation of a roll-out

• New tasks for distribution system operators
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R&D.23

R&D.25

Switch to climate neutral gasinsulated
MV circuit breaker systems

SmartQuart –
energy revolution in the district

Bastian Wölke, Marius Stiller

Jürgen Hammelmann, Sahra Vennemann

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2024

Cooperations:
Schneider Electric, E.ON Energy
Networks I Research & Development, Westenergie

In two substations in the Lower Rhine and Rhineland,
medium-voltage circuit breaker systems are tested with
new and climate-neutral insulating gases.
The installation, commissioning and operating behaviour
of the switchgear components and the insulating gas are
examined under real operating conditions. This will allow
us to gain important experience with the performance and
handling of the new technologies.
Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Cooperations: Municipalities, manufacturers, energy suppliers, plant
operators, citizens, Westenergieas
consortium leader, E.ON Energy Networks I Research & Development

The SmartQuart project brings together three typical
urban districts – from low-density rural areas to densely
populated urban areas. The concepts will also be transferable to other districts in the future.
The three districts are:
•	Bedburg: Development of a resource protection settlement
as a district focusing on living and community
• Kaisersesch: Sector coupling via H2 infrastructure.
•	Essen: Climate-efficient living and working in urban areas
The central project element of SmartQuart is the exchange
of energy and intelligent system operation within and between
the districts. Energy is produced, stored and consumed locally,
and surplus energy is made available where it is needed via
smart management systems.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control

R&D.24

• Digitalisation – processes

InnoSys 2030 develops innovative
system management solutions

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
• Bundling of renewable energies – small systems
• New tasks for distribution system operators
•	Networking of customer applications (sector coupling)

Thomas Schmidt
Start: 01/10/2018
End: 30/09/2021

Cooperations:
BMWi, 18 associated partners

Herzlichen Dank.

Ansprechpartner

The BMWi-funded InnoSys2030 project develops innovative
systemmanagement solutions for the higher burden on
existing grids with a prospective implementation date of
2030.
The challenges and higher load potential of the transmission
and distribution grids in Germany are taken into account
here and tested in practice in corresponding field tests and
demonstrators.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes

Dr. Philipp Werdelmann
Head of New Technologies
+49 201 12 29390
philipp.werdelmann@innogy.com
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“As a reliable and strong partner for our customers, we secure the
energy supply of over 7.5 million people in western Germany. We play
a key role in shaping the energy revolution and provide solutions for
the intelligent energy system of the future. As an attractive company,
we offer our employees an interesting range of tasks and attach
importance to an open, appreciative and respectful management and
corporate culture.”
Diddo Diddens · Managing Director Energy Industry/Finances and Human Resources

Setting milestones
together –
innovations
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I. 01

I. 02

I. 03

I. 04

Unit operation 2.0 –
new concept for emergency power
supply increases system safety

Digital check-in and check-out system
in stations

Fuel cell pedelec
as a mobility concept for hydrogen

HV longitudinal coupling connection
with solid track (free from insulation
gases)

Thomas Schmidt

David Dickopf

Marvin Rommerskirch

Martin Diekmann, Thomas Wiedenhöfer

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/01/2019
End: 31/12/2021

As part of the project, hydrogen-powered fuel cell pedelecs
are being acquired to gain experience in handling and operating these bicycles, but above all to probe or develop new
technologies for the hydrogen distribution grid connection
and to prepare safe and reliable “refuelling” on the distribution grid side by refuelling plant operators.

Establishment of a longitudinal coupling connection between
two HV switchgear parts with solid material-insulated 1-pole
rail connection.

Start: 01/12/2019
End: 31/03/2021

Cooperations:
AVS, SMA, Nordex

The project implements the approaches for extended unit
operation from the KARIN project. The system-supporting
properties of decentralised generation plants, as well as
the system and unit behaviour, were tested and further
developed.
Project progress
Seven converted units are available for optimised integration
•	
of decentralised generation plants.

Start: 01/11/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Cooperations:
digi3

The digital log-in and log-out system allows all employees
to easily and intuitively report their entry and exit from a
substation.
This status is displayed in the control system, which in
creases work safety and at the same time minimises the
effort required for operation and system management.

•	Two patent applications have been made.

In addition to the various options for logging in and out and
many other functions, a dead man’s switch is integrated into
the system. This allows employees who are on their own to
note down the planned length of stay and to submit a report
if this is exceeded. A strict data transfer and data erasure concept ensures the protection of the (personal) data recorded.

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

• Digitalisation – processes

•	They have been tested and optimised in real subgrid operation in medium voltage and low voltage.
•	The roll-out is being prepared.

Colleagues as well as customers and interested parties get
the opportunity to try out the bicycles and gain experience
themselves.
Research on grid-side requirements and solutions is carried
out through scientific monitoring of the project.
Research & innovation focus
• New tasks for distribution system operators

Cooperations:
Moser Glaser

Among other things, this results in a more compact design
with high currents and avoids an additional cable route.
•	Use of refrigerant-free operating media – no SF6 gas work
necessary
•	Avoidance of critical voltage gaps
•	Installation of a firewall between the two system parts to
increase the security of supply
•	Integration of digital sensors for condition assessment
over the life cycle
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
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I. 05

I. 06

I. 07

I. 08

Low-voltage digitalisation system
in compact design

hydro-e-hub – hydrogen and electricity
for mobility, new power flexibility for
distribution systems

Interactive Dashboard 2.0 –
regional innovation screens

Mobile charging option for system-
relevant electric company vehicles

Tom Fuchs

Dr. Theresa Noll

Oliver Niehof

Lukas Hoffmann

Start: 01/08/2020
End: 31/03/2021

Start: 17/08/2020
End: 31/12/2020

Development of the low-voltage digitalisation system in
compact design into a cost-effective and functional DSO
meter system for low-voltage grids, which can be installed in
15 minutes and meets Westnetz data protection standards.

The hydro-e-hub project designed a “one-stop shop” filling
station of the future across all sectors that covers both
hydrogen and electricity requirements through a fast
charging infrastructure.

Project progress

Project progress

•	The compact design ensures that the device can be
installed in 15 minutes in standard cable distribution
cabinets.

•	Significant reduction of peak load and thus avoidance of
grid expansion measures for e-mobility

•	The compact design was protected by two patent
applications.
•	11 prototypes were manufactured and put into operation in
compliance with CE requirements. 40 other devices are in
pre-series production.
•	The only digitalisation system available on the market
for low voltage that has been approved for operation at
Westnetz in the technical assessment
•	Possible cooperations for the manufacture and marketing
of the product have been explored.

Cooperations:
ef.Ruhr, DEW21

•	Provision of safe driving performance in the event of a
power failure
•	Relieves stress on overfed medium-voltage grids by
introducing a high and constant power supply
•	Provision of instantaneous reserve to support system
stability

Start: 15/11/2019
End: 31/12/2020

Cooperations:
Immersion7

Living a culture of innovation and increasing innovation
performance – every employee must play their part.
For the transparent presentation of innovation initiatives,
centrally managed content is shown on regional touchscreens, which every employee can experience digitally
and interactively.
Project progress
•	15 locations were equipped with an interactive roofboard.
•	This is followed by an acceptance measurement of this
new information channel.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes

73

Start: 15/01/2020
End: 24/06/2020

Due to the increasing number of registrations for battery-
powered electric vehicles, including for example, the
system-relevant on-call service for distribution system
operators and few providers of mobile charging options,
a new process was developed and evaluated.
Project progress
•	General needs are covered by service providers.
• Economic efficiency is currently not achievable.
•	Direct current fast charging techniques are further observed and, if necessary, expanded for independent use.
Research & innovation focus
• New tasks for distribution system operators

•	Provision of primary control power, time-limited to
individual days or part of the day
•	Provision of reactive power to own or superimposed grid
levels

Research & innovation focus

•	Recommendation for building a prototype as part of a
funded research project

• Digitalisation – observe/control

Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
• Bundling of renewable energies – small systems
• New tasks for distribution system operators

I. 09
Building connection measurement with
AR – evaluation of NAVA app, proof of
construction site readiness and go-live
Deliah Hecker, Erik Jacobi

•	Networking of customer applications (sector coupling)
Start: 01/01/2018
End: 31/12/2022

Cooperations:
Mettenmeier

NAVA app field test in cooperation with the manufacturer:
The app with AR technology should make it possible for
the technicians to create a quality-assured digital measurement in a standardised format while complying with the
technical regulations.
As part of the project, the measurement accuracy, applicability
and other possible uses for documentation are assessed.
Queries and measurement errors are avoided, media discontinuities are eliminated, and the process is digitised. The
photo documentation of the measured components offers
additional added value.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes
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I. 10

I. 12

I. 14

Fuel cell as replacement power system
in gas pressure regulating and measuring
systems

Digital timesheet –
more efficient fulfilment of
documentation requirements

Odorisation – scientifically
supported launch programme

Optimised intelligent substation –
new technology and operational concept

Elmar Kempen

Rebecca Langenhof

Sascha Niebialek

Christoph Walgenbach

Start: 01/01/2019
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/09/2018
End: 31/12/2020

Use of a natural-gas operated fuel cell as an emergency
power system in a gas pressure regulating and measuring
system (GPRM).

Replacement of the many-staged, highly manual process
for recording hours in funding projects with a fully digitalised,
more efficient and convenient process based on an app
and Blockchain.

In the last six years, Westnetz has researched more efficient
odorising technologies and prepared them for market
launch. Customer contacts expect scientific proof of the
efficiency of the new odorisation nozzle.

As part of the “optONS” project, a standard for a remotely
controlled secondary substation including measurement
transmission was developed.

Research & innovation focus

Project progress

•	New compact designs and methods have been tested.

• Digitalisation – processes

•	Evidence of odorant savings of 20% compared to odorant
seeding nozzles from other manufacturers

•	A training program will be established.

Evaluation of the use of fuel cells for the emergency power
supply in gas pressure regulating and measuring systems
compared with conventional diesel units. Independence from
fuel sourcing is expected, e.g. advantageous in the event of a
grid blackout, as well as lower maintenance requirements for
fuel cells compared with diesel units.

Cooperations:
d.lab, Innovation Hub

Start: 20/11/2019
End: 30/06/2020

ready & available

Cooperations:
DBI-GUT, Böhmer, LEWA

•	Scientific representation of an evaporative surface that is
5,000 times larger than that of competing products

Research & innovation focus

•	Promotion of the market launch cooperations “Odorisation
nozzle miniature design” and “Odorisation nozzle fitting
assembly” and “Odorisation nozzle replacement unit( OWE)”

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

I. 15

Start: 01/11/2017
End: 31/07/2020

Project progress

•	The new equipment with 2,500 optimised digital ONS
by 2025 has been prepared.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

•	Cooperation partners can draw on the scientific results for
their own customer contacts.
•	In addition to the project, the “Odorisation nozzle, miniature
design” was patent-pending.
Research & innovation focus

I. 16

I. 11

I. 13

Corona-copter – test use for
the evaluation of new damage
detection methods

Plastic roof stands (GRP) –
development and trial operation

Mobile odorisation of natural gas
with H2 content

Rolf Zander

Dirk Herweg

Thomas Oelkrug, Mike Gruhn

Start: 10/02/2020
End: 30/11/2020

Cooperations:
K|Lens

As part of the project, Westnetz would like to develop a
new process to identify radiant corona discharges in the
UV sector that allow conclusions to be drawn about line
faults.
The UV radiation should be recorded directly and not via
image converters.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes

Start: 01/06/2019
End: 31/12/2020

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Cooperations:
Syna, Pfalzwerke

Development of innovative plastic roof stands (GRP) – including new cable and roof fixing systems with integration
of the fibre optic cable house connection.
Cost reductions are expected when a fast Internet is set up
by avoiding civil engineering and reducing roof stand corrosion
damage. Work safety is enhanced by a fully insulating plastic
design.
Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
• New tasks for distribution system operators

Start: 01/10/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Construction of a test trailer for the odorisation of natural
gas with different H2 concentrations.
Due to the future increase in demand for odorant due to
the increased supply of hydrogen to natural gas grids (lower
calorific value of H2 = increased demand for odorant), it is
necessary to develop existing and new higher-performance
odorant injection systems. It is necessary to be able to test
under normal operating conditions without operational impairment. This can be achieved with the test trailer.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
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I. 17

I. 19

I. 21

I. 23

Grid-friendly grid values for an
efficient smart meter roll-out

Grid restart with a high proportion of
renewable generators

Reception optimisation
of street lighting system

Smart construction site power
distributor with additional digital
functions

Martin Smietana

Michael Görgen

Markus Schrader

Christian Schmitz

Start: 01/06/2018
End: 31/12/2020

Start: 01/04/2019
End: 30/06/2021

Start: 01/05/2018
End: 31/04/2020

In this project, we will identify synergies with the legally
required smart meter rollout, stipulating the replacement
of the conventional measuring equipment on the grid connection points.

The restart behaviour of the grids after a blackout must be
reliably designed. The tool to be developed is intended to
provide grid control system professionals with an “expert
system” to train them in a secure simulation environment.

The aim is to significantly increase reception quality by
testing five new ripple control receivers with detection
of the best noise-free reception direction and antenna
alignment.

A digital construction site power distributor with smart
meter was developed and tested into a prototype.

Research & innovation focus

Project progress

Project progress

• New tasks for distribution system operators

•	Development of a training tool that includes a realistic distribution grid with a large number of feed-ins of renewable
energy sources.

•	Equipment testing completed on a laboratory scale.

•	Greater safety thanks to good preparation of the grid
control system professionals, which are easy to hit in a
blackout scenario.

•	Programming the ripple control receivers is very
time-consuming.

Start: 01/10/2018
End: 30/06/2021

Cooperations:
Metering, PPC (iMsys)

•	Networking of customer applications (sector coupling)

Research & innovation focus
•	Digitalisation – processes

•	The antennas align automatically and the relays are
controlled according to the programming.

Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Digital Innovation 2021

Cooperations:
Netzservice Westenergie

This innovation project was based on a patent application
from 2016. On this basis, the installation plan was designed,
equipped with individual devices and put together to form a
prototype. The operational test was carried out as part of
the final examination of the project manager’s electronics
technician for operationaltechnology.
Project progress
•	The prototype is ready for operation. Feasibility has been
confirmed.
•	Integration of two smart meters and thus online and
real-time billing of construction site electricity
•	Remotely controllable activation of 230V and 400V
connections
•	Location capability of the equipment to supplement the
logistics concept for fast customer-oriented equipment
with smart construction site power distributors

I. 18

I. 20

I. 22

TRoLL 2.0 – determination of the
usage durations of standard load
profiles commercial customers (SLP)

Satellite-based
vegetation management

Smart Navigator 2.0 enables faster
fault localisation and monitoring

Stephan Heckmann

Martin Antonius Göbel, Alina Bleier

Anna Carina Schneider, André Felten

Start: 01/02/2018
End: 31/12/2023

Start: 01/10/2019
End: 29/02/2020

Start: 01/03/2019
End: 31/12/2021

Cooperations:
LiveEO

Cooperations:
Dipl. Eng. H. Horstmann GmbH

•	An initial cost overview for the prototype and a compari
son with conventional analogue construction site power
distributors
•	Derivation of development goals to achieve lower
manufacturing costs
•	First technical implementation of an invention in the
technical training workshop in Wesel from the order of the
inventors to the planning and the prototype based on a
rough functional description from the patent application
address
Research & innovation focus

As part of the TRoLL project, a concept for redefining the
usage durations of SLP commercial customers was de
veloped. During this project (TRoLL 2.0), the concept will
be updated and implemented with regard to technological
developments.
A representative sample will be equipped with an intelligent
measurement system to determine their load profile and thus
the annual usage duration.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes

The aim of this pilot project was to compare the
satellite-based evaluation of the vegetation status
and the real conditions on-site.
Project progress
•	Experience in satellite-based vegetation monitoring
has been gained.
•	In order for the technology to be used in operational
operations, the accuracy of detection of vegetation
status in the roadway area must be increased.
•	In cooperation with Westnetz, the start-up is further
developing satellite technology in a follow-up project.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes

The remotely reporting Smart Navigator 2.0 short circuit indi
cator increases observability in the MV overhead power grid.
The process of fault finding in the overhead power grid is
accelerated and current and temperature values are also
measured and transmitted.
Project progress
•	We are conducting a field test with the new device in three
regional centres as well as two high-voltage overhead
power lines.
•	The low installation effort and online data support the
companies in the ideal detection of short circuits.
• The aim is to integrate into our process landscape.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes

• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes
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I. 24

I. 26

I. 28

I. 30

Further development of high-temperature super conductor technology
(HTLS conductors)

Detailed hydrogen study for Düren

Digitally supporting construction
sites – new tool for optimising
construction site management

Satelite-based vegetation
management – follow-up project

Wibke Böving

Carsten Stabenau

Carsten Hermanns, Frederik Puhe

Alina Bleier

Start: 01/09/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 15/09/2020
End: 31/03/2021

Start: 01/04/2021
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/04/2021
End: 31/12/2021

As part of the project, the creep parameters of selected
HTLS conductors will be examined as a replacement for
Al/St 120/20 to increase performance on existing routes
and eliminate potential short distances and evaluated for
use at Westnetz.

For the development of the district of Düren into a hydrogen
model city, it is necessary to present the development
steps in a detailed study, as well as to determine possible
hydrogen production and hydrogen customers.
Main work packages:

•	Automated flights to cable, overhead line or station
construction sites

Research & innovation focus

• Identification of location potential for electrolysis systems

•	Simplification of flight planning

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

• Site analysis of potential hydrogen filling stations
• Marketing hydrogen

•	Documentation of construction progress, surveying
and quality assurance

• Integration of supra-regional activities

Research & innovation focus

•	Creation of a hydrogen roadmap with identification of
flagship projects

• Digitalisation – observe/control

Cooperations:
Stadtwerke Düren

Cooperations:
ESRI Deutschland

The construction site management tool enables more efficient assessment and documentation of the automatically
obtained information from the drone flights.
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This pilot project is intended to check the functionality
and accuracyof the LiveEO solution so that a well-founded
statement can be made as to whether scaling of the EDIS
solution in the Westnetz is operational.
The focus is on the different vegetation and data situation.
In order to enable a valid cost and benefit estimate for a
rollout, a larger test area than the first 10km is required.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – processes

Research & innovation focus
• New tasks for distribution system operators

I. 25

I. 27

I. 29

I. 31

Bird protection technology for MV
overhead lines – ageing resistant and
low maintenance

Hydrogen information centre in the
district of Düren

Azure Sphere IoT sensor platform –
new data to increase supply and
system security

Broadband Power Line Communication
(PLC)

Rolf Zander

Carsten Stabenau

Carsten Hermanns, Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker

Tim Bergtold, Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker

Start: 01/01/2019
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/10/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/08/2020
End: 31/03/2021

Due to the susceptibility to malfunctions of existing bird
protection technologies on MV overhead line masts, a
technical solution has been developed and is patent-pending.

The primary objective is to convey the initially complex
topic of hydrogen mobility and to make it easier for residents of the Düren district to understand.

Based on the patent application, the feasibility was assessed
in this project, new materials were selected and prototypes
were created and tested. The insulation strength achieved
so far is being increased to 20kV through structural measures
as part of the project extension.

To this end, an innovative information hub is to be created
in a newly designed area of the district administration in the
city centre of Düren, which serves as a “hydrogen information
centre”. It is intended to answer initial questions from citizens,
children and young people and school pupils. Exhibits are
set up in the hub, which clearly explain the technology of the
hydrogen world.

Research & innovation focus
• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

Cooperations:
Stadtwerke Düren

Cooperations:
EKN

A cost-effective solution for bringing data into the E.IoT
platform is being developed. The project converts use
cases from the practice of distribution system operators
into digital solutions.
• Predictive maintenance is supported.
• Secure communication is ensured.
• 	New opportunities are being explored together with primary
technology specialists.
Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• New tasks for distribution system operators

• Digitalisation – processes

Cooperations:
Corinex

This project is testing a new generation of Broadband
Power Line Communication at Westnetz.
• Two local grids are equipped.
• Performance is checked.
• Scalability for grid area is checked
• Better estimate of BPLC performance
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes
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I. 32

I. 34

I. 36

I. 38

New circuit breaker analyser

Adjustable local mains transformer –
integrated into System Operation 4.0

IGABBR – assessment of
obsolete switchgears

FuelCell standby power supply system –
climate-friendly concept for system-
secure emergency power supply

Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker

Henriette Stelmaszyk, David Fuhrmann

Bastian Wölke, Lucas Bernhard Temmen

Elmar Kempen

Start: 01/04/2021
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/01/2021
End: 31/07/2021

Start: 01/06/2020
End: 31/12/2023

Start: 01/10/2020
End: 31/12/2021

It will be investigated whether conclusions can be drawn
about their technical states with acoustic recordings of
circuit breakers during the switching process.

As part of the project, a controllable local grid transformer
will be integrated into a local grid and connected to the
System Operation 4.0 control system on a secondary basis.

The concept of the FuelCell standby power supply system
is to be extended to a larger application area using various
innovative approaches.

Approaches to date always require one sensor unit per circuit
breaker and are therefore not easily scaleable. The idea of
the new analytical system uses a cost-effective standard
sensor. As a result, an easy-to-scale and therefore affordable
solution for the digitalisation of circuit breakers is expected.

The controllable local grid transformer should be read out remotely via known and newly defined signals and supplied with
calculated setpoints for optimised operation. A wide-range
control of the local grid is also tested using the controllable
local grid transformer.

Through the development of an integrated approach for
evaluating obsolete switching devices and switchgears, insights are expected for the optimised use and procurement
of equipment for substations and grid stations.
In an ideal scenario, equipment can be safely operated for
longer than currently expected after completion of the
project. Operation and maintenance strategies are optimised
and the technical content is adapted.

•	Electrical performance

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – processes

Coopearations:
HTW Berlin, DKE, Driescher-
Wegberg, Ritter Starkstrom
technik, IPH Berlin

This applies to
•	The use of thermal energy
•	The reformer used and
•	Load management
Business cases are developed for one or more use cases.
Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – processes

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

I. 33

I.35

I. 37

I. 39

Fully automatic drainage
of transformer stands with
collection rooms

Voltector – from prototype
to near-series version

E-field detector – and the
electric field becomes audible

INimiD – Innovative low-voltage strip
with integrated data measuring module

Simon Max Wunsch

Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker

Dr. Eng. Daniel Hölker, Hanna Kammering

Jana Reuther

Start: 01/11/2020
End: 30/06/2021

Start: 01/11/2020
End: 30/06/2021

Start: 01/11/2020
End: 30/06/2021

Start: 01/07/2019
End: 30/06/2020

As part of the project, the drainage concept will be optimised, the operating costs reduced and integration into
existing systems prepared.

The voltector is installed in medium voltage fields and warns
employees as soon as they open a field under voltage.

New E-field detectors will warn operative employees as
soon as they unintentionally approach live components in
the medium voltage level.

To this end, a prototype of a fully automatic drainage system
(VEvT) based on an existing drainage system (“COR ENERGIE III”) will be developed and data collection optimised.

• The prototype was completed and tested in February.

Project progress

• A patent application has been made.

•	After prior testing of various devices, an overall field test
is carried out with additional DSOs in the E.ON Group with
a total of 100 participants.

Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
• Digitalisation – processes

Project progress

•	A near-series version was completed in May and then
tested in 15 MV fields.
Research & innovation focus
• New tasks for distribution system operators
•	Networking of customer applications (sector coupling)

Cooperations:
Polyma

•	Expansion of personal protective equipment with supplementary E-field detectors
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – processes

As the Renewable Energy Sources Act and e-Mobility
continue to expand, the strain on low voltages continues
to increase. It is therefore important to create more transparency there.
Low-voltage strips were tested in the project, with which
targeted individual outgoing feeders are measured. The
innovation is that the NSP strips can be replaced individually
and measured values can be recorded without wiring the
converters, as these are already installed in the strip, including the measurement card. The strip can be connected to a
remote control device via the Modbus protocol without any
manufacturer involvement.
Research & innovation focus
• Digitalisation – observe/control
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I. 40

I. 42

Substations of tomorrow

110kV cable temperature monitoring –
high-precision temperature monitoring
of long cable runs

Anna Carina Schneider

Carsten Hermanns, Frederik Puhe

Start: 01/03/2021
End: 31/12/2021

Start: 01/01/2020
End: 31/12/2021

Under the heading “Substation of Tomorrow”, we b
 undle
technical and digital solutions to make our stations lowmaintenance, more efficient and safer.

A measuring system based on the optical Raman scattering
is tested for exact determination of the cable temperature
on 110kV routes.

We bundle successful projects and new/further developments into a modular system, such as the electronic locking
system or IoT sensors. We want to concentrate on the
support of drones in the plant and the establishment of
equipment monitoring.

The cable behaviour can be controlled more precisely and the
performance of existing cables can be increased. The project
includes the installation of the monitoringsystem in three
110kV cable systems, the analysis of the dynamic temperature
behaviour and the optimisation of the calculation process.

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – observe/control

• Digitalisation – processes

• Digitalisation – processes

Cooperations:
NKT

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies

I. 41

I. 43

GridCare AR – Augmented Reality
Extension for the existing tool

New Internal Inspection System –
Operational test in gas supply
connection pipework

Carsten Hermanns

Carsten Hermanns Wolfgang Kleene

Start: 01/08/2020
End: 31/12/2020

Cooperations:
IBM

Start: 01/11/2020
End: 30/06/2021

This proof of concept implements the GridCare app, a
maintenance and troubleshooting solution for Microsoft
HoloLens 2 data glasses.

The core of the system is an inspection camera in miniature
design, which enables internal inspection of the gas supply
connection pipework.

The data glasses are connected to the GridCare backend and
can display assigned tasks. It uses a QR code to identify the
required equipment and provides information on inspection
actions directly in the field of vision. This prevents confusion
and leaves both hands free for work. Inputs are made interactively via hologram and transferred from the data glasses.

Changes to the connecting lines or changes to the line
position, e.g. through floor recesses, for example, can be
detected and eliminated. Further application possibilities
are being prepared, e.g. the internal inspection of protective
tubes to enable the laying of fibre optic cables in the area of
road or railway crossings with minimal effort.

Research & innovation focus

Research & innovation focus

• Digitalisation – processes

• New/alternative/more efficient grid technologies
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Degree theses
In addition to their involvement in projects and measures,
graduates are involved in the constant optimisation of
processes and products, as well as helping to overcome
new challenges. The results are made available via the
knowledge platform on the Westnetz intranet.

Number of successfully completed
Bachelor’s and Master’s theses
45
40
35
30
25
20

23
21

18

16
9

15
10
5

12

18

12

13

11

2018

2019

2020

0
2016

2017

Completed Bachelor’s theses
Completed Master’s theses

2020
Analysis and evaluation of flexibility options in the
electrical distribution grid and development of usage
concepts

Analysis of the technical and economic feasibility of a
drone-based maintenance process for overhead line
systems at distribution system operator Westnetz GmbH

Development of a concept for digital process design for
the technical procurement process of power transformers
at Westnetz GmbH

 nalysis of the use of transient wave measuring systems
A
in 110kV grid groups and their added value for the operation of distribution grids

Conceptual creation of a dynamic status recording and
further development of an OMS for power transformers

Scenario analysis for dimensioning of low-voltage grids,
taking into account the future supply task

Integrated consideration of bottleneck problems with
110kV power transformers

Investigation and simulation for the construction and
operation of meshed grids in low voltage and their
effects on the distribution grid

Effects of meteorological changes on the dimensioning of
the containment areas of oil-filled operating resources of
electricity grid operators

 evelopment of a business model development process
D
for patentable innovations of Westnetz GmbH

Analysis and evaluation of existing sub-grid identification
procedures with regard to suitability and requirements
for the medium-voltage level in the grid area of Westnetz
GmbH

Effects of hydrogen on explosion protection in GPRM
systems
Development of a line protection concept for intelligent
medium-voltage grids to protect against excessively high
current loads

Development of a systematic method for decision-making
on use of extended protection concepts in high-voltage
grids
Identification of possible applications for longitudinal
regulators in a rural distribution grid and concept for
implementation

Capacity analyses for the conversion of natural gas
distribution grids to a hydrogen infrastructure in the
Ems-Vechte region
Identification of business areas in the industry sector for
the provision of hydrogen through a power-to-gas plant

Evaluation of the adaptation requirement of a regional
natural gas distribution grid of Westnetz GmbH for the
feed-in of hydrogen
Dimensioning and design of a pure hydrogen distribution
grid in the grid area of Westnetz GmbH
Grid status estimate in the medium-voltage grid – analysis of the calculation quality with variation of the pseudo
measurement value generation
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